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This study is an attempt to record chronologically a history of the 
met.hods of teaching beginning typo-writing. The 'basis fcir chapter divisions 
was taken from Harold H. Smith's i1Trends in Typewriting., 11 published in ·&he 
The term "method" is used t.o denoto a basic plan oi' teaching. Spe-
cifi.c methods mentioned in the :3tudy ar,;) defined in the content of the 
study,. 
It is hoped that the study willacqua:Lnt the student of business 
education w:Lth the progress madE~ in the various methods of teaching type-
writing so thaJG he might profit from th(~ teaching ED,-:periences of others in 
working out for himself tho most satisfactory method to uso. If tho stu-
deni; will acquaint M.mself with the variouB methods he will be aware of 
many problems involved in teach:Lng beginning typewriting. 
No attempt is mnde to evaluate the effectiveness of' the diffi;;1rent 
methods of teaching except to r«:iport findings frcm related experimental 
c::) studies. 
Secondary sources1 'are used in compiling the study.. The :study is 
limited to the literature on the :moJGhods of teaching beginning typewriting 
taken .fI'orn business .education periodicals, YE3ar books, ·~ypewriting tex-'t-
. _boc,ks, t)Ooks· on teaching methods, historJ of tha typewri·t;or and unpublished 




'I'Y'PING PRt OR ·ro 1830 
ii s l 711f attornpts were made in England to inverd; a typcwri ter., 
wr:!..ting machine granted by Queen .Anne 'to Honry Mill, an English eng:tnoer, 
1 
:i.n that year.. This is the first extant historical record of a tY}:,ewritor. 
About. a century and half later, writing machines were invented in America 
and in Europe,, In 1829 such an attempt was made in the United St.ates.. Be-
tween J.829 and 1S70 patents for 11typographers 11 and similsr machines were 
; 
-Lakon out 'by ccns:tdersble numbers, but it was not tmtil 1867 that the woik 
on t.he fir:st, successful ·writing machine wa€1 begun.. Christopher Latham Sholes 
is the undoubted producer of 11t,he typ,"1:vriter that; wrote and kept c1n writing, 
2 
do:tng bot.tor work from H:.s :inception to the prese11t hour. 11 · He start;ed on 
thE'J machine in a little machine shop in Tu1ilwaukee, Viiscons:i.n, in 1857. It 
vras he ·who gave the machine th,i name "typewriter.It 
Several attempts were made by Sholes.and.two of his friends, Carlos 
Glidden end Samu.el W • .Soule, b.;1fore a successful writing machine was com-
ple-t;ed.. The enrly machines were so crude tha'I:, they would :scarcely be 
recogn:tzod as typ,::Jwritors today. 
Jm import.1.mt. event in the history of the typewriter via s in the year 
1S7.3~ At this time Sholos., aided by Glidden,· had :lmproved th13 mechanics 
enough to interest E. Remington & Sons, the famous gunm.akers 9 in maldng a 
contract, to manufacture their typewriter.. They rnvm.:t.fac"iiured the first 
2 
prs.ct:i.cal r.u:ichlne, which today is knom1 as 11lfodel 1 Remington. 11 This type-
writer wrote c:aphal let tors 01111, had a foot, treadle by which to return the 
car:riis1ge JI and looked like a sewing machine. 
· Dur:ir1g th(i ne:xt twelve y,ears, the mo chanj_cal st:i:'Ucture of the ·type-
writer Wll.S improved markedly, but the public manifested curiosity in the. 
rnach:h1e mingled wit.h ridicule rathel" than with 'buying interest.. K:ltson 
rela-t,es the story of a Kentucky Mountaineer who on· receiving his f:l.rst tiypo-
i,rriti:.en letter rot.urned it after indignantly scri1::1bl:i.ng on the margin: 
> > 3 
11You don 1-t; need to print no letters to me. I kin read writin. 11 
C) 'l'he first, really popula:r machine :appeared. in 1S78., P..em:i.ngton Model No., 
2. It mttst have received publicity abr()ad for Lloyd George of England, dur- · 
ing 115.s younger days as an obscure and Btruggl:tng lawyer., mmed and operated 
this model. Mark Ti.vain was the first author tie> submit a typewritten manu-
script, to a publisher, and his first typovrritten letter dated December 9., 
4 
1874 is in existence today • 
. · The orgi11 of. tho uni verstd keyboard is of great interest to educators. 
The al"'!'angement, contrary to the rather general belief, has nothing to do 
0 with the arrangemEmt, of the letters in a printer's <!ase.. With only a f'ew 
exceptions, 'Ghe universal or standard keyboard of today is a reproducM.on 
0 
of Sholes I origin~il typewriter. His reason for i;ha arrangement is unknown 
except. tha·l; he did experience great d1.ffic11lty in p:roventing the keys from 
· sticki.'1g and colliding at ·;c.he writing point, and it is thought he· settled. 
on this ar'rangement as the best adaptod to tho co:ntinuous operation of J;he 
keyboard. 
3 Kitsoni ..Qll. ,glt.,. p. 315. 
4 > 
Ib:i.d.., p. 315. . .. .--;. 
·· .. ·•w,-. .. . 
U~ . 
In 18116 tha typewriter proved a comrr;E1rci.al success.. This vrns due to a 
largo extant to ito utility as a ·1.;:L"Tle-smring and labor-sBving dovic,s and to 
Uw efforts of its now o-rmors, founders of tho RE1m:ing-c.on '.l.'ypewriter Company, 
who pu1"chirned t,he patent rlghts imd plo:nt from E. R.cmfo.gtori & Sons .. 
The typewriter came into existence during the period in the development 
oi' .Ameri1.".!a celled the 11Pe1~iod of the Imronto1•,, 11 The great expansion oi: 
industry a:nd trade made i"\'; nocessary to :L.l1pro,re the. methods of communict1tion1» 
Thus,. the -'c.yporr.citer is a product of economic and business needs. 
11Ch:-ovrfog as it did out of the demands of t.ho century, out of the :h1dus-
trio.J. rovolu"l:.ion, andj more immedio.tely, out. of the invent.ion of the 
tY}':l01irritor, :i11structio11 in typewriting h8d no t:'hne for devolorJment of 
thao:cy or philosophical considortition of comparatbre methodso The thing 
to do was to write, to use the machine, and for this one or two fingers 
on •El8oh hand wera l.':tmply sufficient for everybody,. 11 5 . 
Prior ·~o 18.SO~ tho method is often referred to sis the 11hit and miss 11 or 
"hunt and pock 11 method of typing.. Since the typist loo1md at the keyboard 
to locate the keysj the method is al.so lmonn as the sight method. The ty-pis·e. 
used the 1ndex fingers of each hand whilE~ "typing. The novice learned to 
type by sheer practice with o min:unum of' instruction m1d supervisio-.a. 
11 In 2::hQ. S',;&i::I o~ the ,'.typewriter it is stated that the first school 
which taught t;nJewriting of which there is a posi'tivie record was opened by 
6 
.D. 1,. Scott-Brow.cw at, 737 Broadway 1 New Yorkj in 1878. 11 
Although the superiority of the touch system ove:r the 11hit atd miss 11 
m0t!:.l1i0d was conclusively demonstrated in 1S78'1 it was ioot until 1901 ·that the 
all-finger touch method became fully recognized and extensively used. Pricl" 
5 
K. G., Blackstone 1 and s. t .. Smith., Im12rovemeni~ o:r Instrnct:lLo;g_ :1.n 
.TXf19.Eri-1;:i.1'1,9~P p. 4,. 
6 
lbig .. , p. 5. 
. to 1880 1:Jome 'typists had begun 1,:.,/lng more than their index .fingers to ntrike 
the keys9 but os a general :rule no more thm-i two or ·~hree fingers on either·. 
hand wo:re uued., 
~:r~1:-:i.king i;he keys:, , the tmo of both th1wlm fm." spacing a11d required t,he 
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CHAPTER III .. 
EARLY STAGES OF ALL-FINGER METHOD, 
1880-1906 
: · It took fifteen to twenty years for the all-finger method to gain 
acceptance among typing teachers after Frank McGurrln, the first speed ex-
, ' ·t 
·pert,· 1878, and later Mrs. M. V. Longley, the first educator,' introduced it 
in C:i.ncinna·H in 1881-1882. In 1882 Mrs. Longley prepared a 12-page in-.,; . 
stI'Uctor called T;zpewriter Lessons. It was for the use of teachers and 
learne~' adapted' to Remington's perfected type~writers, and publ:ished at 
7 ' 
Cincinnati. This publication was the first printed system for teaching tha · 
: all-finger method. · The advertisement described the system as 11a series of 
· lessons and exer~ises--by a system of .fingering entirely different· from that 
g ' 
. of othEll" authors and teachers .. " The first business school 'to bogin sys-
' ' 
temic inst1""Uction to pupils by the all-finger method was Longley's Shorthand .. 
and Typewriter Institute of C:i.ncinnati, Ohio •.. Mrs .. Longley's method was a .. :: 
. genu1m~ touch system in its results, but not in its main purposo, which was:. 
avowedly to secure an·improved method er fingering. ·rt·was seven·years 
later that the ~11..:ringer method become simply a means to an end--the abilit,- ' 
9 
to write by tou.ch. 
Frank McGurrin is.credited as the first·speed expert and·the .first real. 
· "touch typist. n He learned an a Model. l Remington in. 1878 •. · .Considering the. 
. - ' .. .. . -: . ' , ,, 
·: ·,.' 
' 
7 . ' .C · .... · , , .· 
Harvey ll. And:russ, ]3-u'Gter Bnsiness Education,. IICoromai.·sensef in Type-
. writing" by Harold H. Smith., p. 140. \ · · · · · · · · ·'· ·· · ,i 
8 Herkimer County Historical Society., ,.~ Sto;a: ·,gt. the 1.YJ.?.ewri~er, 
PPa 111-112~ . 
9 
_Iliig., p;. 11.'.3. 
..r· . . 
"I 
fact that many of the e1:.1rly typewriters vrera intended fo:r the US(!: of the 
blind, had they been su,ccessi'ulJI and further, that the 11piano 11 t~rpe of key-
board wos used, even by sholes, :Lt would hmre seemed but naturtl1l that t.he 
operator would have been :instructed not to watch '!:,he ki:::iy1:ioard :1.n vrr.i ting. 
\This, however, was :not the early pr.actici:, and when Me;Gux•rin dem011strat,1;1d W.s. 
ability as a -!;ouch tY}Jist it was looked ·upon as sort of ti trick demmstra-
f~ion. Loui.s ~rraub, an instruc"'Go1• in typewriting and agent and expert opera-
t.o;r · of "c.ho lead:tng double-keybrc>ard machine of thei d13y, waf~ among those who 
doubted th1e touch :3ystem. He was in the habit of ,.Yatching the keys while 
Tho exhibitions given by McGiurrm :i.n different cities of the country 
during th(3 eighties were of the "very highe1Jt educational importance. The 
most notable or these· was ·l:,he contest bf3twi'>Eln McGurrin and Traub, arranged 
a'i, Cinc1.:nnati on July 25, 1S88. Traub used a dou"ble keyboard and watched 
· the keyG,,. while McGurr:l.n used ·!:,he -touch method on the s:l.ngle shift keyboard. 
There vtere -two forty-five mi..""lu't1c, tests, one f:com dictatlo:n, tho other from 
copy.. The nwterh.ll used was unfamiliar to the contestants. McGurr:ln 's 
victo:rJ convinced Traub that the touch method was superior. He subf30-
que:o.t.ly became an. expert touch operator of the shift key mach:i.ne. This testi, 
tog,ether with actual tests by the the writer::i themsolvos, app1sit:1r to have 
: . f1.1.rnishod, quite early, rather conclusi.ve evidence of the superiori"tyQf' the 
·couch method. 
Ed Jo Me.nni:ng related his experie:oica thus: 
11My highest speed wss reoched when I learned t<:i op(n•iait.e upon blank keys. 
I found that the characters on the keys were confusing when writing at a 
very ~c1;1pid rate,, so I effaced them. J: f ottnd that I could write not only-' 
mor.e speedily, but more correctly without th~~ characters. The operation. 
became more pur1.:,ly mechanical, and my fingers fom1d. ·the right kieys un-
consciously. I found, also, that J: could write w:Lt.hout looking at the 
0 ' 
'! : 
keybocrd~ which is:, of cotmse, a great advantage when copying is re-
quir<')d." 10 
8 
. f,1 cng \Vith test,s to determine the best method t.o get the highest speed 
wn::. also o desire 'co determine what style of keyboard was most desirable. 
These tests came during the time of strong competition between the single 
shift keyboard and the complete· keyboard. The Caligraph was the ou:iistanding 
competitor of' the Remington. , It had one ki3y for each character, while the 
latter had a single shift to secure the capitals and certain ot;her cha:r-
actE~rs. One nationally known test was held in Toronto, Canada, August 131 
1888, in which these ·two machines were the only ones to compete. First and 
second places were taken by operators of tho single shift keyboard, the 
Remington machine. Various other tests indicated that the shift keyboard 
with its smaller number of keys was an aid in increasing speed of operation.,. 
Prior to and concurrent with the all-.f'iriger method were the one finger, 
. . 
two fingarll and three finger methods~ As early as'l8SO, N .. T. Underwood, 
! 
New York, prepared and published a Handbook 9f 1l,1st.l:k1qtion. It. gave induo-
tive exercises 1 and was arranged with a' typical guide ·l;o cor:r1ect use of the 
fingers .. In 1885l, D. L. Soott-·Broime published ·:1n l'Jew York his Type1,1rriter 
' . 
l,mJtru~or which claimed to be adapted· to all writing r.iachines. It gave 
·. prelimir.iary instructions on the following points:. position, touch,· spacing, 
. •. . . 
removing paper r~om the tYPewritiar, reversing the carriage, the use of the 
bell, ribbon reversing, adjusting the papi~r,. scole, ca~itals, and fingering. 
The au"l:,hor, however,. did not specify which keys were assigned to each finger 
. 11 
except "the ones most convenient to each.II Three fingers on each' hand : :. ,, , 
10 
. Knepper, .Qll• cit., p. ·. 64. · 
11 
, , .. · Ibid .. , p. 62. 
' 0, 
vmre to be used. Great emphasis was p1acec1 on acG'ttracy. Practice was first; 
on wo:Kil1:i, then cirnnmon phrasess, and finally on sentemc:as. 
In. 1889., Rqbert H •. Elder published a mimua1 in whfoh he proposed a 
· uniquo scheme of learning to 'typewrite. His new mE~thod advooi1ted lea:rning 
the keys by position rather then by sight. He cla:imed this procedure would 
greatly reduce· the learning time and would iilso aid in acquiring speed .. 
This seems to be tho f'irst. t:i.me any author had designated the use of 11 home 
12 
keiys II in his text book., The keys chosen by Elder were nrn and irp. 11 
J1lthough he providEid for nt.lvo-f'inb'<:lr per hand 11 ex,orc:lses, he claimed 'c.hat 
more .fingi:lrs wore advantageous for pri3si:ri::.ent application £01" many hours • 
. Mo V. Longley's T;m_ewrit.e:i: J11.sJ~111c-t.~ sh0v7,ad an early a·M:;empt at scien-
t,ific analysis of tha keyboard and advocated a touch system of ·11.rri ting., H:'Ls 
text was dedic1,d;ed to Mrs. M. v. Longley, designa·ted as the 11 01,.ig:iLnator and 
First Teacher of the Eight-Finger Method of Manipulating the Remington and · 
Caligraph Type-11.rriters; authc,r of the :f'irst instruction book :u1 · ac(}ordrmca 
13 
with the same. 11 Longley's work was divided :ilrto two edit:tons. O.ae was 
. for the Remington keyboard while the .at.her was called the scientH'ic key-
board edition. The latter was based On tho following assumptions: that 
standard operators use all fingers of b()th hands; that a methodical finger-
ing was preferablo to a haphazard one; that ·th<s flrst and second fingers ut 
each hand are more easily and forcibly used in manipulating the keys and 
should therefore be more frequently used; that suc:h arrangement ,favors wi~it.:. 
ing by touch, without watching the keyboard:• __ , ___ _ 
, 12 ~ •. ,· P• 63 •. 
lJ Ibid., p. 63 •. 
. -




In referring to an opera-tor of the typewriter, Longley called her a 
. . 
ntypewrit,i:rrtrr; the term "typi,st" apparen·t.ly was not ye·t; in use. 
In the late nineties fingering became an import~mt. issue., There were 
di.ffe1"0nt opinions regarding the advis1ability of' attempting to use more thaj~ 
. one filiger on each hand in ·l;yping. The number advocated .ranged from two . · 
fingers on each han.d to the ~.nclusion of all fingers of both hands. Pfost 
writers seemed to 'l:;elieve, hoy,rever, that th(:l best arrangement was to use 
-three fingers on each hand. The operators <)f non-shif"t machines practicall;y' 
always fnvored the use of at least three · £ingers hac1ause of the. larger key~ 
· board to be covered. · 
.. ' 
There ,vas much variety· in the :i.n:Jtructions given in the typewriting 
books and the methods used _·to teach typewriting prior to 1902. •· In many 
cases no assigrunent of keys to certai.11 fingers \Vere given. Pupils1. started· 
in to wri"t;e sentences from the beginning in many cases •. There was no tech-
nique to any of it; m fact,. each person develbpGd his own. style for typing •. ·• 
Among the few· to systematize instructicm for school _purposes was John· 
Harrison., ·. His i\fru'.Jill!l of ~ Tme-Writer gave six exercises on the alphabet,· · 
. . . . . . . ; . . . ' 
used '.three f'fogers o:n each hand, and tntroduced a r~w. f":requent wm~ds and 
. . 
sentences. In exercise 11., ;the business le·l.te1• is :introduced, with much 
. ·. . . . ., 
emphasis on spelling, punctu:a"'tion, · rhetoric, and business abbrevations. A 
number usually appeared above. or belo; the letter fud!cating the correct fini- . . . . . . . ' 14 
ger ~o use." Harrison's manual was published in London, 1888 • 
. · In l889 Bate~ Torrey's· Practical !;yJ)ewriting appeared on the market. 
It gave the right-hand lettei·s in bold ·race type,· while the left-hand letters 
;· 14 
Ku"'old · H. Smith., 11The Teaching of Typewritil1g·, 11 America:g Shorthan,g, 
TeachQ.r, Vil (March, 1929),. 241-242. 
ll 
and figures wero in ordinary type. 15 
Edwiu·d Fitch Underhill used the "ithroe .. :fingor method of' presenting the 
1884.. Ho suggested an elast.1.c us0 of .,Ghe third finger, also to intorcJ:i.angEn 
·t.ho work botv·iee11 the right and left hands in order to gain greater ease in·· 
16 
writing • 
.Al.,Ghough :many: authors advocated the use of three. fingers en i!3ach hand:, 
there were a few e:ducators and authors :n:ruch in-t;erested in the all-fix1ger 
method and did much to· increase its popularity among teachers of typing. 
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· 1earn typevvrii:.:tng without instruction, but could accomplish the best results 
only by some syst,emi:ltic mEd:;hod. He wrote fil.e.:Mizl .Qf· 1.£:fill.h mev:g:iting • 
17 
Treatise .Qll :~h..~ all··finge1: wethod .Qf m2:erat,ion, h1 1893. ·· The book was 
reprinted as L:tte as 1900. 
.. . 
J\fte:i.,. H.. V. Rowell; .,~hon manager cif the Boston office of 'the Remington 
Typewriter Company, heard a paper written by Mrs. Longley of Cincinnati a·I; 
the First, Annual Congress of Shorthand Writeri3 in 1882, he b~)c.ame much in .. 
. teres·ted in her :riew all-finger method. Two years later Rowe3ll attended the · 
Fourth itnnual Congress of International Association of Shorthand Writers, 
. Harrisburg, Pemwylvania and read a paper indorsing the views of Longley, 
. . ., . . . . . 
and brought for,vard anothe:r.• r:irgument in favor of the all-finger method: 
. ~. --.~ . . . . 
11that it enabled the opeirator to keep her eyes cm 'the copy and thus attain 
15 -b~d .. ~., P•. 2.41. 
16 Jane E. Clem, The ~ ,of Tei:ich:lng I:izJ2e"1(ritil:ig, p. 57. 
17 · . 
Smith, 2f2• cit., p. 240. 




grc:r;;or speed. 11 This statement made a groat impression on many teachers. 
Soon aft.er this" Mr., w. E. Hickox, Mr. B. J. Griffin, and Mr. Bates 
Tor1"0Y boeetiT1Ei practical expanentB of thei nE1w idea in teaching: typewriting. 
Both Griffin and Bates Torrey published manuals in 1889 bringing ou·b such 
idea .. · It iims 'l'orrey who introduced the term 11touch typewritingu which had 
19 
nevflr been used before. 
Educ:ators thus far mentioned were in.fluencial in sp:readiI1g the all-finger 
touch met.hod of typing in the eastern part of the Unit.eel Stat1rn. Early ex-
ponents in the middle west were W., c. Lowe and A. C. Van Sant of Nebraska. 
In 1899··1900 Van Sant gave an address before the National Commercial Teache:rs 1 
Federation, followed by a demonstratiat1.by two of his students .. His address 
was so ,eloquent and logical, and the demonstration so impressive, that touch · 
typewriting began to sweep the country., 
Van Sant 1s textbooks have formed the basis for many.of the 11new 11 methods 
20 
and he . is somet,:tmcs considered as the "father of tcruch typing. 11 In Van 
Sant 's !mJ;Qh ,!ypewrit:tn_g (1898-1902) on page 1, it states the 11tead1er should 
call the letters and spacing, the class writing together, and at· the end of 
,(~ 0 the line returning the carriage at a gi vem signal.If 
The early textbooks were very crude. Usually'they consisted of some 
fingering exercises, followed by business· letters.. Many of them contained· 
legfil forins due to the fact that lawyers were among t,he large buyers of type".'" ""' 
18 John Ro1x:rt Gregg, 11Past and PrEisent, Methods of' Teaching Shorthand 
end Typewriting, With Forecast of Future Methods, 11 !mfil:~ Shorthand Teachel:' 
VII. (September, 1926), 8~. · 
19 1·b·d ·.· •s ~-, p. · .•. 
20 Blackstone and Smith, .fm• c!J! .. , p.· 5. 
'21 
Sinith.,. .Qn• cit., p. 242. 
1.3 
writers cind authors of t.he typewriting texts naturally adopted thei!' style. 
Instruction in the early all finger method always startiad with the little 
finger and proceeded along a single rovv of keys i'rom the outside as asdfg 
;lkjh. ~~he rasult of this, that the si;ud1mt, inatead ()f, "reaching" for the 
. keys, moved the entire hand along the line when striking a key· in the center 
of the keyboard. 
It. was Mrs. Ida McLenan Cutler of Dubuque j Iowa who first introduced 
the1 method of beginning with the index finger~ 'L'his she claimed began with 
the simple and went to the complex instead of' starting with the most diffi-
cult task~ the training of the little finger. Hi3r method, hciwever, · still 
proceeded along the one row of' keys. ,John Robert Gregg was convinced by 
Mrs. Cutle:r thot her method was a logic one and purchased thE1 idea from her. 
Later he asked Rupert P .. SoRelle to prepa:re some lesson plans int,roducing tha 
use of the index-finger idea. Vihen th,:i li~ssons were completed SoRelle not 
only used the .index-finger idea, but introduced the plan compelling the 
student to make the 11reaches 11 t.o the· d:iffere1'lt banks of keys, and thus en-
forcing the correct hand position. The publication of Bill.91.lsil 1:z!?ewrii'Ging 
() · embodying these two ideas, marked the t1ext great step f'orward in the teach:t11g 
of typewriting. 
In 1901 a survey was made by the Remington's of all thE'J schools in 
America to ascertain the extent to which the touch system was then in use. 
It was found that half the schools of the country had already begun instruc-
~ . . . 
tion by the touch method and· of the l"emaj.nder, the great majority imnounced 
22 
their intentions of doing so with the beginn:ing of the fall ·t.erm. , How-
ever, it wa.s not until 1910 that anything like i:itand6t:rdi.zatw.::::· en t~quch 
develcped., _______ .._.__..._ 
0 
:' r:-: I·•, 
';,_'··,.} ··0.··'.· 
CHAPTER IV 
EFFECT OF TEACHER TRAINING MOVEl,r.EN'r ON METHODS OF TEACHING TYPING 
As early as 1900 the poss:'l.bilities of typewriting instruction as 
opposed to superv:l.s1.on began to be appreciated by- a few leaders, but individ ... 
ual practice, under teacher supervision, prevailed generally unM.l the first 
World Wal"' when huge classes forced adoption of' the grouf method. This of 
course brought about a difforent approach to teachfog methods. The.demand 
fol" commercial cours~s in bur high schools made a corresponding demand upon 
· our colleges and normal schools for teachetrs of these subjects.. For the most 
' ' 
· part the colleges were not prepared to train teachers in .commercial work,. 
Commercial teachers had to take their professional work in these schools and.· 
then apply those methods to.their knowledge of.' business subjects" 
· Commercial work in ·l:.he high school began about 1900. The. first high 
school teachers in these subjects were obtained by ro"bbing the business col-
. . . ,' . .•. . . . . .. · ·. . · 23 
leges of' the best they had, but this supply was soon. exausted. About 1910 
the Normal School a1; Plattsburg, New York opc:med a course fol:' the training . 
of' commercial teachers. Three years l13ter tho Whitewater, Wisoonsln Normal 
added conm1erciml teacher train.ing to its curi·iculum. Salem., Massachusetts 
:Normal was offering a similar program in 1912. _ · 
Between 1910 and 1920 about thirty norrm1l schools were offering ccmmer·· 
cial training for teachers~ We are indebted to those smaller colleges and< 
normal colleges :f.'or the service· they have rendered.· ·• The'· larger schools_ wei~a 
•• •• •. • . . I• 
ewakened to the need and demand for spacial training for commercial;teachera. 
_ .. 
' .• /, ( / 
When su.ch schools as 'Harvard, Columbia Universi_ty, ·and :the Univerfji;ty, of 
) 
2.3 - -· ,.·, 
.·. James C., P.oed, "Training of Commercial Teachers ln Nomal ~chool~,. rf 
~lr:.n..q~ filteet, l"V ( October., 1921), p~ 6 • 
.. ,. . .,.. __ --.~-,.._ ·. --~-~"-~ .- .. ,.,,-, 
15 
Chicmgo along with others of equal p:rominence announce special courses for 
. \ 
commercial teachers :tt· is a happy indication of the trend'i~ commercial 
24 
. training. 
The normal schools were originally set up to train grade and rural 
teachers so the inclusion of tho trllining for commercial hi~h school teacher~ .· 
·. gave rise to much. criticism and in :many cases c01nmer~ial work in these school;c ·· 
. 25 
was a failure. One mistake of e,arly ·courses for cci~mercial teachers in 
. . 
the normal schools·• was too much ':theory in comparis011 wH,h ·1;he academic: work 
that was required. 11You do not need any theory to t;each if. you do not, lmow . · 
. . :26, 
. . . ' 
any thing to teach. . ' . . . You ought not to. be teaching at all. n . . ' . 
It ha.s. often 'been. said tha-t the typist is either "made or broken" during; 
the first few days: or weeks of class. meatings .. ·. It is of impoz•tance, there-
fore, that the te(!icher guide the learner in the correct techniques of habit 
formation from the vecy beginn:Ing and to take advantage of initial rapid rise 
. 27 . 
in the development or learning. Unless the teacher has been. trained in 
these procedures, she cannot guide her pupils in the right direction. 
Harold Gilbreth· made an observation whichproved the need of teachers 1 guid-
. . 
an:ce to pupil learning. He watched several intelligent and mature .individ- •. 
uals learn typewriting by the so called "touch system 11 without.. the super-
vision and guidance of a typewriting teacher,. The attempt.was made only 
because of the desire the pupils had to teach themselves, which was in itself 
a powerful ·m~tivation~ · .However,. at th~. end of a tvio..:.year period.· not one of 
24 ' . . . 
M. E. Studebaker, ttThe Present Trend in Commercial Tea.char Training_;)' . 
Balance Sheet, VII (May, 1926), p. 18.' 
25 Reed, .2E• ill•., p. 8. 
26 · 
. .Ih!g.' p. 24. 
· 27 . · ·.. ·. . • . . . · ·. . .· ... · .. ,' .•.. · :.: :. · ·. i• . · . · 
N __._. . .1H?J,,_rol.d Gil~:i;:eth.a_1 11The Psych9logiQal(·gour.,se of Leq~ing 1·11 Tiy'. cewriting, ru a vio:rw._. l::lus1.nes:s Ecmcm,; on 9\rnrter1y, .V'll otooer, l 9.3aJ, p. · 8. ;·, . ~ .· / . 
• f • • • ' 
---~~~~:r ...... - .. -...-.-.,...., .. ' -~.,?""~.· -· ~. ·~·r----, !,..........-----. . 
those individuals whose progress had been watche,d could approach the effi.-
ciency of the average pupil who had bee1n tt:mght in high school classes in 
28 
· either speed o.r in accuracy. .Among other causes,t.hey had not put into 
practice certain psychological principles whlch Gilbreth states are of im-
portance in the development of typewriting skill. Typevr.citing l.ei1rning, he 
. . . 
further stated, is based primarily on psychological princlplos and unless 
those principles are. applied or unlesEs students are guided in their appli-
cirtions Gilbreth thinks failure fa apt, to be the .final outcome. 
E:x--perts have established definite fundamental pr:i.nciples which govern 
16 
the acquisH:i.on of skill, but actu81 improwi:rcent in. the t.E~aching of any sub-
ject depends more upon the classroom teacher than u.pon tho experts i.n tha·t 
29 
field. Stuart emphasizes in her article the function of the teacher in 
the application oft.he basic principles of the learning of t.ypewriting. Sha 
states two f'tmctionn fo:r the teacher.. First,, that thia teacher :needs t.o make 
. the student aware o:f exactly what. he is to learn. This she calls the 
llknowledg,s-lea:rning" part. It is best taught, not by lecture, but, by 
· ·· demonstration made by the teacher and .followed by the1 pupiL The· second 
:tunction oi.' the teetcher is ·to di.rect the learner 1s skill·-ac:quiring activi:cietn 
. . ~. 
so that he may learn most economically and ofi'ectively •... · · 
Book stressed the need for a teacher in the learning situation he set 
up.. He :tmpl:i.ed that expert dir<.:ic:tion from .a skilled sympathet;ic teacher 
2s 
lli.g., p. 17. 
29 
Esta Ross Stuart, 11Basfo Principles upon WM.ch Correct Typ~writing 
. Toi:tching Techniques .fl.re Built," National ]u.siness Educ:::ation .Q},1.artft~~Jl~ ),71:t 
... (Maireh, .191~0), p •. 13 .. 
30 I' . ~ 14 ....!2.19.•i, p. .. 
··~ 
17 
should tend to keep the learner from form:Lng many interfering habi-'c.s and 
· trainine himself in mistakes. He also stated, 11The learner, at the 1critical 
31 
stagest, has special need of the guidance and help of a skilled teacher. 11 
'l';1'},ev1rlting, acc:ord:i.ng to Bonde, is m0rc1ly acquiring certain habits that 
soon become automatic. Bad habit~, are juw'G as likely to be acquired as good 
V •' ' • 
· ones, so the teacher of this subject must be constantly on the ,alert to de-
tect i.ncorrect methods of operation and to correct them before they become 
.32 
fixed ones. 
When commercial teacher training was in its initial stages 'in colleges 
Q and universities, psychological and edumd:.ional theori.es had their effects 
upon i:.he philosophy and methodology tha-~ wero to be taught, to prospectiv'e . 
~ ... . ·--~ .. 
teach~)rs of typewriting. The instruct.ors who taught t.hese courses worked 
large1y under the direction of educational theorists, psychologj_st.s, and 
academic schoJ.ors who headed up d(~partments of education. Many of t.hese 
teachers lacked experience or contaci~ with typewriting.· · 11The 1princip1E~s of' 
33 
education 1 and rapidly c:hanging psychological laws wei1•e everyth:i.ng., 11 
lnterpre-tati1Dns of these1 principles and laws often clashed, nlw19ys starting 
vtlt,h some theory and ending with "tentative 11 conclusions by their naive 
· students.. Teachers .who· had taken typewriting but had· no ·training in college 
were regarded with suspicion • 
. Studeb,aker believed that thE3 courses ir1 educational psychology and in 
. the ftmdamen"'c.als or education offered in many of the colleges ·,md universiti,es 
Jl William F. Book, .1Jl.Q. Psychology .'2! 1fild.]J., p. 202 • 
.32 . Edvvin M~ Bonde, "Psychology of T,ouch 'l'ypewrHing," Balance ~,• 
V (F,;jbruary, 1924) ~ P• 14. . 
3.3 Harold H. Smith,, "Trend~, ii."1 Typewriting, 11 :N aj:.ic2ru~1 Bus:l.n,§,g,:~ 
Edu.cation .Q:n.srterl·y, VIII (March,, 1940), p • .31 •. ·.·· · · . 
·, ~-/ ._V"'";'"," '," -. - ·., , - · ·· · ,· ,_ - - . , - _ - · - · - .. ,· r . . - - , : -, · 1 r. . .- . . ,- , .' -,,,...-, . ------
1$ 
w,?uld tdd the prospective teacher to improve rnethod131 of present:ing her sub-
J,4. 
ject. r11att0:::· to thc:i boys and girls in ho:c cJ.ass rooi:n • 
.A part, of the demand for comrnorcin1 t.o.:icher tr1o1ining courses offered by 
mcmy of ·[,:10 non,wl schools and· univorsi tio:J vrns due to a change tn the ro-
U .• >"El"'' ,-1+ j"o'" "·ea"}14,-.[l' ;,.., rno"'t o+ot'"'s A•,s er1 ·.,..l,1· ~11=: 19,'?.6 ·."Ln n1os+ .:;,..,,;it;;,,·,·,ces q J.:. -,,i,EJJ. vS .. L I., ''v. , .. ,.,L:, ..... ' ,:', ,:, UC, ,c;,. ,.,_ _ ,l C ~ u ..u.,~ v-> 
at lenst two years of tr.::d.ning was required shove tho rogular four year.s of 
high school work for a license to teach comrne:rciB.1 subjects. There was at 
thnt t:i.mo ·1:;oo, a strong tendency ·!;o make these rE1qnirements exact a fai1r-
year course ·with a degree in education as a minimum.. As teachers of commer-
(~\ 
\_,.....) cial subjcc~s wel"erequired to 'take courses to quallfy f'or licenses to teach 
it .indicated a beginning for certain standards. Before such training was 
given, ~,.;he.ro were many phases of th,:i learn1ng proce:sBes unknovm to tho 
'Geach.er .. 
There was no system to typewrHing in its imr;r early stages of tHacM.ng~ 
Individual p:rod,foe prevailed f'rom the first;,, Bfftw,aon 1895-1900 the trend 
was t,owsrd d,Enreloping a systematic approach to the subject.. This easily 
.,Gook the fort1 of what we know now as the 11keyboa:l'.'d 11 apprMch and since ?GhGi 
t,.-.'\_-_ 
tJ keyboard was divided int1D rows1, it; naturally took the f'orm of' thE) "row 
method 11 approach. 
35 
compelled students of' typewriting to make the 11rea ches II to the different, 
banks -of keys, he made a step forward in the te.::ich:lng of Ji;ypiawriting. 
St,ude bak<::ir r, 
.35 
Smith, .££.• ..£li,, 1 VII (March, 1929), p. 243. 
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Emphasis svrung over from the 11keyboardn to the "diff'iculty of teaching .. " / 
. . N 
The ne:J..-t step was to be an emphasis upon t,he "difficulty and order of learn/ 
l 
I ing. rs 
I/ 
. P1•ior to 1903 emphasis was always upon the t~acher •s part more tha'(/ upon 
,I 
-the learner's.. Before this time little was known ·about the learning process.,.·· 
. ·,: ' ' .. •
' . . •., .. ' . . : . ' ... . . . f. • 
Smith states that teachers did not realize that each student had to/train 
. . ! 
each finger to make certain specific movemeints.,. with spe.cific force, in a 
certain M.ming relationship, and to control their accuracy .of reach ·at vari- · 
ous rates with extreme n:i,cety •. They thought in ·terms of' the brick and 
mortar-... the materials used--not the complex nervoui:: pathways., discharges of 
energyji and control that exacted the house of' ha'bit or skill.•·· 
Until 1916 all textbooks regarded the. guide keys as 11a" and called 
11unchor 11 kE1ys. This long duration of the idea was entirely due to the em-
. ' 
phasis'ploced upon the subject as a matter of teaching e.nd not as a matter 
of learning,. Time came when same teachers thought not. so much. of the teach-· 
ing problem alone, but of the best way for s·t;:uder.1ts to leam. The commercial 
t,eacher tra:i.ning program incorporated into various normal schools, collog~s-~ 
end universities paved the way for studies and thought along ·t;his line/. 
. . '. :', 
.,i ', . 
Conventions and teachers' conferences also exerted a· 1arge influ~iice 
. I 
upon the content and methods of teaeh:ing typewriting .. · 
. . 
M. E .. Studebaker had this comment to make: .. ''Would that l might be able 
to inspire: YCIU to. the . realization tha·t the orily way you can do bette;' ,.,,ork in 
. I 
. . . . . . 
· . ' . I ·• .. , '• I 
training boys and girls to meet the present demands of the business man is t,o. . : . . 
fully equip yourself irith' the best in the way of specia,l training for' y~r 
37 work. 11 
37 . . . 
. Studebaker., .9.12•• .. cit~ 1 ,. J;~· 21 •. 
CI.k\PTER V 
TYPING METHODS DURING PERIOD OF Hl'I'E:rmATIONJiL 
TYPEWRITING CONTESTS, 1906-1930 
::fhortly after Van Sont introduced the touch system of typing into tho 
m:i.ddle v;est the new m,ethod bogan to sweep the country. 'l)pevn:·iting com-
paniJ}S ee.vo t,heil"' hearty support. Domonfft:rntors of the vnrious machines 
v1ero soon traveling all over the country in support of tho new method and in. 
tho interest of selling their machines. Then came the National Typewrit,ing 
Coni.est1:: in whfoh the rivalrtJ of the typowj:>iting compardes concentrated 
Q attEmtion upon the scfontific aspects of training the operators to a greater 
extent. th2n ovor before. In 1906 the interest in skillful typewriting cul-
0 
/ I , 
~ 
.,, ... '' ~;., ' .... -
minated in the organization of tho International Typev11"iting Contests, which 
38 
were to bo iecnducted over a period of about twenty-five years .. 
In add:ition to the notional contests there were dfat.r:lct, state, cou...'1-ty, 
and local contests in ,1hich typists might compete. Dur:Lng this period the 
leading typGv1:dtfog companies gladly distributed materii:als for speed imd 
accur-acy tostso Teachers had only to YvTito to the educational depa:rtmonts 
of the comp15111ies represented by tho makes of madd.11,~s used to obtain such 
l7icd:.ericls.. The ~ward:::i given by type,vvri.ting c:ornpnnfo:3 vKire an incentive to 
the student t.o bocome an expert typfot. During the year beginning October~ 
192.3 and endjng Oc~i;ober 1, 1924 one of the typewrit:ing companies awarded 
over 55,000 medals and certificates num.ber:Lng into hundreds of thousands. 
39 
Figures from other leading companfos probably were ,just as high. 
38 
Srdth, £2.• ci·I~., VIII {Hareh, l.940), 8. 
(
39 Imth Lawrence 7 11~~oaching T;ypewri t:'l.ng, 11 ArflQ.tl:&iU SJ-~hqnd Tea:Qbfil.:, 
VII Junei 1926), 39:z;.393. 




fhose awards w01--e not limifoc1 to typcvrr1ting companies alone. Va:i.~1aus 
l)"J.bl:i.sU.;;ig companies sponsor0d simila1• tests and awa:rds .. · Scme tests were re-
striated t.o high school students while others. 111ade no restrict.ions on ag0 O'.L" 
test cpene,d to any typist in the United States e11d in Canada was -the fill 
. . . . . 
h:mer~4:can Typevrriting Championship Conti?Jst, one of "the largest contests over 
to be held.. In the July., 1922 issue of .TI.I&. 1:rru~;c:iqqu §..hor.:thP.,rt,il Teacher such 
a contest is announced, listing first prize in Class A division th.a title 
11.American TypavlJ."'iting Champion, 1922, 11 and in :addition a Baby Grand piano. 
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'l'here .:i.s no doubt but that the results obtain.ad in teaching typevrrit~g 
j 
depend greatly upon the method of' procedure and upon the arrangeiment or t1he 
co11rse so it will appeal to the stude11t. Another factor · howevc,ir that· is 
. ' ' 
decidedly an incentivia to the student is the awards given by typewriting 
;/ 
,1 . 
companies and prizes given by other compan:f.es and agenci.as. Competition in-·· 
. creased interest among the students. 
During the period of Inte:i:-national Typevn•iting Contests iirarirus methods 
wora used in teaching typing. Authors and teachers differed os to the order 
in which letters on ··the keyboar•d were to be presented, the length o:f time in 
ccve!""lng the keyboardi; which fingers to use first, ·whothe1• to use only the 
·right thumb or both thumbs for spacing, the number of copies i~o be handed in.11 
and the ordi:;r and time for teaching parts of ·~he machine, but for the most 
part little .if any issue was made of the slogan, ,."got accuracy first and 
speed will take ca.re or itself.'' 
In 1904, L •. J. Egelston stated that. accuracy' 1Should ba the goal w;iich 






should be inculcated in his m:md from tho fh·st day he enters schoc:,1. 11Type-
v,riting tel be good must be accurate, and it makos no differance how much 
40 
sp,".:lec1 a student accruire s, it is valueleGfl unless the work is corroct .. 11 
Egelston did not consider it, :nocessar;J to cover the keyboard up with an ob-· 
struction of ony kind provided the sturkmts were properly taught by ,1ide-
awake· teachers who could create a spir:lt of ent1msi.asm among students and 
:i.mpress upon their minds the mcny cdvan·l:.ages of tou.ch over the sight methoct. 
P'.e believed a student could not write t.oo slm1ly and thnt, a student should 
new.r str:1.ko a key until he was certain beyond a doubt that it was the right 
(~ 
~J one. Ifo advised aga:i.nst the use of or:,:isers. 
.,~ 
At. 'i:;he National Shcrthari.d Teachers u .Association meeting, De,cember, 1905, 
B., J. Knouss gave an address in -which ru, emph1:rnized accuracy and gradual 
forma1,ion of correc't; habits of worlr.. He protested against trying to get re-
sult,s without the use of keyboard shields in teaching touch typewriting. He 
advisrid the use of three blindfold tests, o:ne after the 7th, the 14th, and 
41 
the 20-/:,h lessons. 
In the ,NQ.E Practicnl, Tzog1y:rriting manual~ 1907 eidition~ the author makes 
Q t.ho following suEgestions: that a perfect, copy of etach lesson he handed in 
to t.hG teacher, blank keyboard be used exclusively whilo learning to wrUe 
by touch, a few pc:1rts of the mvchine be taken np each day until all parts 
are learned, either thu.11b be used for spac:tng, and that the studerr'.; sit 
erect before the typewriter and avoid the habit of leaning over the machine •. 
He further suggested that the forGll:cm be on a le\rel with the keyboard or 
40 L. G. Egelston, 111\.ccur,scy in ~rY}Jew:riting)l 11 Grer~g l'i.riter, VII 
(December,, 1904), p. 135. 
/t'l BQ J. Knauss, "Beginners in Typewriting~ 11 yreyg Wr:ttm.:, VII 
(,January, 1906), p. 179. · 
inclimJd slightly d1Jvmward. No statoment ls made about. rhythm.. The fourth 
fingers are to lightly touch the guide keys, 11a II and 11 ; 11 while other fingers 
roach out to operat,a the· othe1~ keys in all the rovrn as needed. . The home row 
keys are introduced in the firs·!; lesson with continued drill on them in the. 
second lesson. Both letter combinations and three-lotter word8 make up the 
· drill tmrko 1Ul letters are presontod in thEt f::!.rst eleven les::i:ons with 
nurabors introduced in the twelfth, and slgns end p1mctuation marks taught in 
tho th:'i.rt.eenth lesson. The keys are taught by sections with alternate right ... 
and 1€,f't-hand letters presented in different le:rnon,s. I~irst. flnger sect.ions 
are tm1ght followed il1 crd,er by the second, thi:rd, and f'ourth finger sections. 
Drills, following new l!3tter introductions, ,nre made up of high frequency 
words,. Students are :cequested to write ·1rery slowly while learning new keys 
and words. They are not to erase if a mist.aka is made but are to do. the 
42 
work over again. 
In the November, 1909 issue of .Qrep-g Writer a cl:Lscussion is given 
relative to which thumb to use for spacing. Previou13ly teachers had been 
asked to send in. their opinions on the quest.ion_ Fifteen of the JGwenty-two 
. () teachers to reply favored the use of either thumb for spacing., while. the 
other seven advocated the use of' only the r:Lght, thumb,. Since thie, letters 
11a H Bnd r1en which occur so frequently ~re struc:k w:Lth the left hand, tr~~ .. 
\ 
latter group claimod the work is more nearly e"~rened up for that hand if · 
only ·1:,he right thumb is used for spacing. · 
Rupert P. SoRelle claims .that untll accuracy is a matter of habit, 
4) 
speed must be reduced somewhot; that is, on<3 must write within his speed. ' 
--·---
42 The Prac~Gical Te:il.-t Book Qomp~ny, !.znew:r.Hi:ng, pp. 1-8. 
· {no author gtve:n.1 
24.?-~~
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.said, 11Firnt thing a young typist should learn is 
44 
accuracy ... -sp0od vdll come of itself. 11 ShEt bEilieved in finger exercises 
to koep ·the hands in good shape for typing. Students, she thought, should 
be given a variety of copy work to do. 
A. C. Vnn Sant had the following to say in an address given before the 
Cent,_•.,,l Commercial Teachers' 1'.ssoeiation and We:ster:n Commercial Tufanagers i 
45 
.P.ssociati.on, Omaha,, Nobras]rn in May, 1910:: 
111'he tine to train an expert t.ypfat is before the first key is st:ruck 
on the typewritet'w The student should bo placed in an elisy and correct 
position" The manner of striking keys and quickly withdrawing .fingers, 
t.he method of spacing between words (the use cf either thumb) should all 
be carefully explcd.ned. Teach students how to return thci carriage and 
·to know how to heed the boll. ToacheJ:-s should dictat€1 e13ch stroke 1:md 
caution students not to strilrn a key or the space bar until the letter 
Ol" space is called. 'l1 his should be cont:Lnued 1..mt:i.l the :student learns 
to think vrhat key he is to S"t:db:i before he hits :i.t. He should produce 
each pagEi wHhout. an error be:for1:, t[lk:ing up the next one., The .foundation 
for expertness must be laid i:n accura,cy. 11 
The ideals eJ,..1JressE1d by the co-·authors of Ext2ez:t 1::n:2!mri ting are that 
accuracy should be stressed first,, next constant and progressive development, 
and finally spGed. Miss Fritz, winner of thirteen consecutive championship 
conte sb,, and Edward H. Eldridge stress the use of the right thumb always. 
They suggest that the guide keys be taught first and af'ter they are mastered 
not more than four new keys be presented in a lesson. The keys are t;aught 
by soctions and those letters whfoh are fingered by the stronger fingers 
(first and second) are taught fj_rst. No word in the first sev<:m lessons 
necessj:l::.ates the moving of a firiger more than from one row to the next at 
any time.. Combination of letters and words make up the practice mate1~ial. 
44 Rose L. Fritz~ 11Comments, 11 Gre,.e_g Writ~, XII (March, 1910), '372. 
Li-5 A. c. Van San·t~ nconvention Notes, n Grer7.~ '\Y:c,H~, XII (Sune, 1910), 
!34.2. 
25 
The f:i.rst sentence for practice r10:d{ is found i:n the tenth liasson vmrded as 
.Collows: 11Accurocy :Ln typewriting is the first essential .. 11 It is suggested 
thet 10 perfect. copies be made of this sentence, along with .the same number 
46 . 
of copies for eleven other sentences. The beginner is not· allowed tc) 
e:raso ~ · lVhen an error is made the authors. sugg<aist that the stud€mt destJ:·oy 
the sheet, and start, over. Students ore cautiorwd t.o write evenly and slowly· 
to avoid making errors. Parts of' the machine are 1.nti:-oduced in their proper 
places as need1sd .. 
B-.upert P. SoRe11o believed, as did many other i:mt,hors and teachers, that 
accm:."aCY: should be given first consideration. Spei:id~ he contendE~d, vms nee-
essa:ry but th!1t it, should be built on th13 sol:1.d foundation of t:iccU:racy. The 
least said about speed to beginners, except to be war:rn:id to let speed alone 
until they have acquired habits of accuracy in typing, the better it is, was 
SoP.elle 's opinion. He further claimed that the f:Lrst step in acquir:L.-ig skill 
·· in operating the keyboard was to learn exactly the location of' each key. His 
met.hod of' presenting the keys was by sec:tions in the order of first, second, 
third, a.nd fourth finger keys. Rhythi11 was an important part in the method 
47 
or teaching typing as given by SoRelle. 
In 1917 SoRelle and Mrs. Ida McLenan Cutler were co-authors of R':'ltional 
. . 
. !Y:R!Wr:r:.;",J:!\lg1, a manual which won the highest award at t,hEl Panama-Pacific 
International Exposition. We .i'ind i."l this manual 13omo of the same idoas 
expressed by S0RE1lle in previous years. The studen·t l1egins to operate the 
Li.6 Rose L. Fritz, and Edward IT. EJ.dr:l.dge, .£.~~ !.me:w,rii;iJ:lg.., (1912) 1 
p. 27. 
4 7 Rupert P. SoRelle, 
(Februar<J, 1914) 331. 
(September, 1914), 33-36. 
11Speed In Typewriting, II .Gr~g Writ,erJ> XII 
11Speed up the Fingers, 11 ~i!&,g !ill.f':1:, XIV 
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keyboard with the fodex fingers, and proceeds gradually to the use of the 
1:1.:ctle fingers by a series of logically arranged fingering e1x0rcises. ~lual-
i"i:,y of.' practice rather 'than quantity is stre,ssEid. Rhytbm. plays .m impcl:~tmrt 
part :in the teaching of typ:1.ne a~i given :Ln the manual. Students are warned 
not to look at. tho keyhoard. Gulde keys are n,9 11 and 11 ; "--little fingers 
rest. on thcisE, o The work on each lesson :Ls not complete until a correct copy 
is m<':,do by touch~ Exercises are repeated until a perfect copy is produced. 
Words of high frequency are among tha dr:lll work. Practlce on these words 
is st,ressed until the student reaches a high degree C>f ecct1,racy and speedo 
Machine part,s are taken up early in the ,course, and presented as need domands., 
Learning the keyboard as quickly as possibl,e is one of the features of this 
given in the fourth lesson. The budget plan :ts u~1ed f'or hand:tng in work to 
48 
the teacher. 
J. E., T:'uller, in his manual Zbfi. 1~1J>i:r1: publii:lhGd in 1918, ghres Home-
what diffe~cent ideas about teaching than do the authors pr1aviously mentionecl 
in ·1:;his chapter.. He suggests that. the teacher put a pre,mium upon accuracy 
without insisting upon perfection in evGry copy. lf€i stresses the importanca 
of keeping "i:;he beginning student cheerfully .doing his best, following the 
method faithfully, ocquiring a good technic 11 and writing at a proper speed. 
He sugges.ts that the teacher m:tg;M:. require one perfect copy with an allow-
ance of 011e or more errors per hundred words in other copies., The budget 
plan is recommended to systematize work and to simplify handling of papers. 
Numerous short d1•ills are provided and comparDtively few repetitions are 
i,S Rupert P. SoRelle, and Ida McLenan. Cutler, ]ntjonal ~~1112ew:d.t:tng? 





requi~edo Thi9 author thinks that is is better to change drills often and 
27 
·~.) sustain interest thal'l to dwell on one exercise, however good, until monotony 
makes it irksome. Spec:i.al exercises are available in the manual for the 
.fingers, hands, and 'l!1rists, but Fuller is inclined t.o believe that more 
profit might be gained through writing suitable drills. In the manual 
' ' 
rhy-thiil is considered second only to Ji;hat. of' ·concent1~ation and moy be obtained 
. by dictation, tapping, or using music. Fuller insists that the student fin-
ish lines and exercfaes no ma_tter how many errors he h9s made and suggests 
,·o···· .. 
..... · 
that he be penalized if. he fails t;o do so,, The right thumb is used for all 
spacing. · Fingering is taught by sections. New keys for the right and for 
the left hand are taught in the ss1me lesson. Psirt of the second and third 
0 
·division. keys on the. lower and third rows are taught prior to some of the 
f:i.rst division keys. The little finger sections are ·taught last. Blank 
keys a~e recommended because they lessen ·1:;he temptation to look. The letter 
keyboard is taught in the. first eight lesson~ and all· the keyboard in thir-
49 
teen lessons •. 
Other educators, in addition to Fuller, were placing much emphasis on · 
' ' 
· O·: , rhythm about this t:i.me. Philip Munchausen iri 1921 had this t,o say about 
' 50 
/::. 
I ',' ' ;·:. 
typing to music: 
rrThis is 11ot a fad. It is a direct def:irdt•::l, scientific method of' 
.. teoching. The aim is touch typewri'l;ing. The crest of the effort is 
ac:curacy and evenness of touch. Teaching processes th.at do not employ 
rhythm as a basic featu:('0 of j.nstruction invariably produce en operator 
whose chief characteristics. in~e . spasmodic typing, ~vident nerve tension, 
carelessness, unavoidable inaccuracy and final failure. n · 
He further stated that accuracy could not ex:lst without concentration. 
. 49 . 
· :J •. E .. Fuller, ~ 'J':ypist,.~ (1918)., p. 6~ 
(. 
50 PhilipJliunsohausen, "Typing to Music, 11 AmericEJ!l §_hortha:r1d Teacher, 
I July, 1921J; .356.. . . 
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Ii'redia Dictzle1 .. was among tho mm:iy who balie·ved that accuracy, not 
speed, should be the goal of the beg:t11ner; that quality is more important 





is importi:mt and tha·t if we teach the student· to be accurate by the correct / 
51 1 
f 
f manipulation of t,he keyboard, speed will come· without his knowing H,. / 
f 
't 
Elizobeth Starbuck Adams, outhor of ,J:11niQJ; 1'.n,ewriting, suggested "l:,h~·t. 
.; 
sec·tional presentation of the keyboard be taught in the order of index :'/ 
finger, second, third, and fourth finger sections. Figures are presented 
along with the letters. Prior to this time, figures were t~ught a.f;ier ·i:;he 
let·ters ware introduced. Right and left hand fingering are presented in the 
same lesson. The use of gymnastic drills to develop unused muscles and to 
sec'Ure flexibility and relaxation are recommende~. in the manual. Drills to 
give mental control were gaining in favor with teachers·about this time. 
Some favored several days of p1 .. eliminary tapping through drills before . any 
attempt was made to start the actual writing. Ii' ·this method is followed, 
Mrs. Adams suggested the tapping be continued through the finger-training 
drills in the first four sections before actualwrit.ing is begun. The.right 
thumb is used altogether for spacing.. Ivirs. !.dams is not so strict in re-
. 
quiring perfect work as some of the previously ment:toned authors. Words and 
· .letter end :tigura: .combinations· .are u:sad' f'or drill work in se.veral lessons 
before sentences are given. Pa.rts of the machine al"S introduced daily. Very 
52 
litt,le ment:i.on. is made as to rhytrnn _ in typing •. 
51 
· Fredia Dietzler, "Training Stenographers, rr A!Jieric.!!U .§..J;!Qrthand Teacher, 
II (March, 1922); 252. 
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Sister IvL. Bonaventure g:1.ves a six wec":!ks' outline for seventeen lessons 
on bog:Lming typing instructions in the November, 192.3 issue of ]111:Jnco 
Sheei. Tho f5.rst period is spent memorizing keys and acquiring proper 
touc:h, · position:, rmd practicing slowly on the homo row keys. She insir;:;ts 
that; student,s do not watch the keyboard. Finger gymnastics are common 
throughout t,he en'tiro outline. Two to four mm k,,ys are introduced in a 
lesson. The keyboard is taught by sections with right and left f:Lngeri:ag 
presented in the same lesson. ~l'he index finger k1:)ys are taught f:lrst .• 
Second, third., and fourth finger sections are presented in thi;: order as 
listed. Letter, words, and phrase combination ar,e dictated. Perfect les-
.. , 
sons are required by the studonts. Rhythm dr:llls are given in letter com- / 
i 
b:tnations of four each as; ffff jjjj gggg. · h,rts of the machine are intro'... .,, 
)' 
;/ 
/ duced as need arises for thet1.. l\fter the tenth lesson, alphabetical 
scmtences and special drills for fingering are given. One-minute speed 
-costs on short words are given in the elevonth lE1sson. Numbers and1 special 
53 " 
characters are not taught until the s,ev(mteenth lesson. 
In 1923 SoRelle put a new edition of his typewriting manual on the 
0 ma:t·ket.. Th:i.s manual, 1b.Q New Rationql 'C;mewriting, was based on the idea 
0 
theit the m.ain object sough·~ in the study was the de,velc1pmcnt of power. 
54 
Special attention is· d:i.r1:}cted to the following features: 
LnX-Hoy learin.ing charts which rrua1ke it possible to illustrate accurately 
both hand positions and the keyboard. 
2 .. .Absence of meaningless drills. R<.3pet:L-Hon is e1mployed in a new way. 
Word-building practice has a meaning zmd an ent;ereE:t that are totally 
lacking :in other t,ypes of drills. · 
53 Sister M. Bonaventure, 11 0utline for •reaching Twentieth Century 
· ~~ouch '.I'ypewrUing," Bal;wce Sh~t, V (Novembiar, 192.3), 12 .. 15 .. 
54 Rupert P. SoRella, !h2 New JRaM.on,tl ~~:}tiru~, pp. ii-iii. 
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3o Vu:c:101.w drills such as rhythm,. concentrat.ion, locat.ion, facility, 
accuracy tests, and laboratory exo:rcisE1s arc :included. 
l,9 Figm·es aro :introduced early. Figures for the first finger are 
:introduced in the first soction.? and others progres:3ively., 
5 .. Keyborird is learned quickly. Tha new met,hod of' developing the key,. 
boc1:ccl technique makos H, possible for tho student. "to acquire a high de-
grJ2,o of mechanical skill in thirty per:tods of 1.9 boratory work. 
60 Constructive problems are providetl for students to use their ovm 
judgment :L, working out .. 
?., There is lcsii copy W()rk.. Laboretory exero:lses, which require more 
rnen-"c.al ability replaces some of the strictly copy exercises. This 
feature has 'boen utterljr negelected hitherto .. 
8,. Words of high-frequency have been used in th«3 exercises., 
9. Phonograph records have been worked out to articulate with the 
o:x:erc:i.ses in the New .BiJj4£llQ.1 manual. These fo:rm a part of the whole 
scheme of tea ch:i.ng t.he keyboard technique. 11 
SoRellc suggests that l1eginners do not erase).. The right thurub is used 
sl't;ogether for spacing. The budget plan is nc,t provided for in this edi t:l.on. 
of SoRelle•s manual • 
. . J. E .. Fuller discusses some of the is:mes or teaching typing in 1925 
and gives h:i.s opinion on some of them. He thinks that rhythm drills are 
impo1•t.ant but thcit the inexperienced tfwcher must guard against vmsting 
valuable time on unsuited or superfluous rhythm drills. :fuller reco:rnr!lends 
the us0 of blank keys because they lessen temptation to look at the keys. 
He thi11ks thelt no writing should be attempted until the use of tru~ needed 
operative parts ara So well. learned that they will not dist1 .. act the learner's 
.srttention from the keyboard and thereby interfere with his concentration on 
fingering.. 
Different. opin:i.ons exist on the divisicr.a of' ·~he keyboard, especially 
as affect:tng the fourth or uppor row. Some advocat,e the uniform oblique 
division between sections because of i·i;s apparent s:unplicity. This gives 
JGhe left fourth finger nothing to do on thi:, uppel' row,. Others ma:tntaj.n that 
the r,~lat,ive positions of the keys in the third and !'our.th rows ere un:ti1por-




l;;:t asscciotion with tho oecond rci1.. So;no w:.sign 'bha figura 6 to the left 
mad the nsur;tl keys arc asd:t ; lkJ, yot, some do nsc ewer and ; oij.. As to Ythat 
should be the firsi~ step in tre'.lning tha i':Lngors, there is a divergence~ cf 
G1.:i.0 plrnn is to put all tho · f:i.11g1::rs to wo:rk in the fir,:t, lesson. .Advan-
togEm chi:imed by th.is group aro:: it, ,amib.asizes "c.ho necessity .f'or ,md the 
vnluo of the 11hcn:elll' position fc1~ tho beginner; it es:tablishea rd; once :1n thi:t 
bog:tnnor 's mind tho fact thnt all f1ngers umsrl:. be· m1ed, thus rninilnizing t.he 
tompt,aticn to use only th(-J more W!mr,goeble fingeI'·s; it properly begins at 
mor~, qu:lckly develops a mu:sculs:dy balanced hand, UJiOO. v~hich doporicls Eivcn 
touch, rhyt,b:nic operation, and ,ot.h~11"' ma:nif,astations of correct toch.."'litl .. 
Tho other plan is t,,, uso only the first or f'irst a11d second. fingfi3l:-S t.o 
line of loast res:l.stonce, postponing the evil ht.1.1r whe11 the student rnus·t 
hec~e:m~J' awaro or tJio wc~akn0ss and r1wkwardne1ss of' 1,he third and fow'lrlh fingers, 
and· faces the nemJ::isi:tY of' ·i;rn:JLn1ng thErm.. In thier way i"'r. avoids disc:ourag-
ing fltabby. heginnertt ~t the stt~rt .. 
'rlr;;; riumber of' koys to be prssented in r.my 01:1e l,!sson is a debatable 
is:;mc.. The c:011:..;ensus of opi.'1.ion is ·l.;hnt :it ia bot.tar to prem.mt a few keys 
wit.h intm1sive d:i:oills that prov:i.de for irufflcient 1-evi.tlw of: keys previously• 
be 1:1:m.ited .. 
. .' ' 
I n~w ~ y~·-· ------~ ~- 3 ~n• ---~ --~~ __ , __ .·---~-·~ , . ~~-~~~ .,~--,.--~,,-~· __ '-r -~·-·-- ... __ .. 
mont.s of per.feet. rwcuracy :ln one er more cropies of 1every unit or -the lc:.'H:10-.l'? 
Shall sh) :require a Cf'll"tafo percent:s.ge of t:iecurricy in eveiry unit.ii Shsll 
f:r"{ictlon.n1 cr0di t bo allowed frJr un:ttS h1.wine one 01· rno:re .errors'.? 11'These 
Fuller fu::rthcn.~ states that it is. the quality· of the eff'o:i:,t tl:uirt count,s; not 
thC cp.u1;li·~y of the product.. He claims that it, is the method that is of th~ 
f:i..:rst impo:i:·tsnce ::md with per.f'ection of method and teclmic cc,mcs an app:ro,d.•• 
rim"t:lon to p01rf'ection of resuli~s:.. His opinion is1 that a too rig:i.d insist-
On<~e upon long-sustoined eccu:racy ,zd'.l.1 obscure i;hi:1 real o1Jjoet.iw of the 
c-;• ;u 
bog:lnner. 
Repe:t:it.h-e drills and exorcises are also deba·tcd upon at1ong teachers 
· nnd rmt.hors., The early text books required al"hogothor too much repetition 
of' drills and wore so co:nstructod tihnt the greeter part of the work don1:.:; en 
them wr1s dcne :l.Ji.attentively and mechanically. Fuller thinks; ·that repotitio:a 
is pro:rit{ible onJ.y so long Gs it can 1.be continued with pleasu::ralile interest, 
vdth real concentrat:i.on, ~nd vdth conscious effort to improve in some defi-
Toward the 1s'i;ter part of tl1e pericd 1906-19.3'0, a few educators were 
trying new met.hods oi .. presentfog the keyboard,. Olio su.ch method was the uso 
cf the di.ctaphono" Thls method was devj_sed by Chs1rles Milli;;r. Il<) is t.he 
By tho ur~e of "the rnul tiple tube system and a set. cir Practice reccrds, oach 
group of' studen·ts has the equivalent of an indlvidm~l instructc1:r., Hiller· 
' , ~ .'. . 
0 . . 
0 
:33 
claimed 50 to 60 per cent more. efficient. progress in ·the method given in 
· his manual ovc1'" other methods. In 1923 the Board of Superintendents in 
Chicago dec:i.ded to adopt this method in all junior high schools and for as 
., '. 
_many. senior high schools. as it was financially· practical t.o equip. The 
large number of cases involved shol}red the beneficial effect of. direct die-
. S6 · , .·· 
. tation ty_r_ewriting on. all ty-pes of students.. About i.h~s same time, 
Dav:i.d Pearson cla:i.med 59 per cent better results from dictaphone pupils who 
. 5'7 
viere · allowed to look at their fingers while learning the keyboard. The 
consensus of opinion among teaohers was to keep the student from looldng at 
the keyboard while typi11g. 
Pearl V. Turner suggests that in drills given on blindfold keys the 
teacher should call the letters and haV'e the pupil touch them until.he has 
learned their location then let. him vrntch his fingers in action. She would 
have all fingers set to work £:ram the begin11:tng giving special drill for the 
58 
fourth fingers. 
Lucy c. Moore was among those who thought that dr:i.11 wor.k should be mada 
. up of meaningful practice mater1.al. Her reasons are that speed ~nd accuracy 
· is developed t.o a greater extent than is secured frorri the practice of' single 
isolated words or one or two lines of the same word; that you g~t sufficient 
practice or. the most frequently occurring ·letters.: Regardle~s of the .method: 
56 Marion F. Tedens, "Typewriting in l'hree 'l~ems Instead of Four, 11 : 
Journal .Q!: Busin~ llil!a.gation, :IV (September, 1930), 21··22. 
~ . . . 
Frances Moon Butts, "Research ~faterial .In Typewriting, fl Eastern 
Commercial Teachers' .Association., First ~.Q! Book,.1929, P• 183. 
~ . 
Pearl V. Turner, 11Daveloping the Keyboard.," Bahm.£@. ~§11, VII~,. 
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ttsf:d ln presenting the keyboard, flentences can be devised for typewriting, 
beginning with almost the first lesson. r.riiss Moore suggests that perfect 
copies of exercises thr'?ugh the first nine lessons "be handed in to place 
emphasis upo:n e,ccuracy. She uses tho vertical method to present the kay-
59 
boo rd. 
These new ideas and issues caused some of the educators to become 
inter,ested in research studies. In the latter part of th~} period 1906-1930, 
the follovdng stud.ie s were among those made: In 1926, J. W. Barton did a 
research on the whole-versus-part method of learning the keyboard. One class 
of beginners was required to lea:rn the keybo~rd in sections, while another 
class was required to memorize tha keyboard b~,f'ore it began to type. When 
\ 
\ 
this second class actually began to typewrite, exercises involving the use 
of the entire keyboard were given. Barton reported that, at the end of the 
fifth week the class using the whole method was superior in copying ability 
to the group using the part method, although the latter group had already 
. 60 
been given siic'ceen weeks of instruction. 
A similar study v.ras conducted by Barbara Gamwell. She gave one group 
nonsense syllables, such as asdf, juyj, and etc., as learning exercises, 
wL.le another group was given complete sentonc1;1s from the start. '!he re-
61 
sults of both groups wera similar. 
In 1929, Charles F. Ifainfeld found that those taught by the v1hole method· 
showed greater accomplishment than did the group using the part, method. In 
. the same year Catherine N. Long made a study to determine: whether thei hori-
zontal, vertical, or skip-around method of learning the keyboard was most· 
59 Lucy C. Moore, 11The Use of Meaningful Materials .for Drills in 
Typevn"it:ing, n Balance Sheet, IX (November, 1927), 16-18. 
60 Blackstone and Smith,.££•~-, p. 168 .. 


















effectiit"S. In every -1;.est the group using the vertical method scored lowest, 
and the group using the skip-around m~thod. scored hlghest. 62 
E .. 11. Fleming made a study on the wholo-versus-·part method of learning 
the k<::yboard: in 1930. The two groups, ~chieved about; the. eiama results. 
Dr. Roy E. Hoke shc;,ws by graphics on page 34 of The }:mprovement of 
. . .• 
£1?.~GQ. and !££:JJ:C't.lC:i" that the third and fOUI'th i':ingers a'.re t,he weaker ones and 
- - 63 
that the first and second fingers carry heavier loads. Dr. ·Hoke made 
this study in 1922 at the Johns Hopkins University. 
In ! .stt.ud:i: SJf. ]!l§ Social .I11tqlligr,ncE! .Qf .fil:f'll .§.£h.Q.QJ_ Pl!nil~, Edith · 
Louise G.ros·11enor concluded that beginning typewriting is mainly dependent 
upoi.1 mechanical aptitude rather than intelligence. Her study 'is given in 
64 
!meri™ Ph:£:s:tca,l Education Review, Nov·ember, 1927.-
• I ' 
These studies and many others not given in_ th5.s · chapter seem t.o indicate 
. '• . . . . . . 
that typewriting thought is fast turning from the dim· paths of guesswork and 
unsupp.orled pers~nal opinion into the bright, highw~y or scientific methods 
and measurement which ·will make for better_ teaching ,in .the future. 
_ 62 IbJ£1., p. 169. -
63 Butts, .9.l2• cit., P• 181~ 
64 





LATER DI~VE:LOH.GEN'l'S IN R'1ETHODS OF TE.ACHING- TYPEWRITING 
J.9.30·-1911-9 
The year 1930 m,)rks a great change in the obje,ctive of· teaching type-· 
writing. Prior to this, t,he consonsus of opinion among teachers was copy, 
.the o1Jjoctivo. The .student wa~ g:tven an <,xercise to de and :atten1pted to 
reproduce it letter for letter as it was giv<:m in the textb0iok .tmt.il he 
succeeded in turning out what is lmown as a perfect copy. The stud1ent was · 
then allowed to proceed with the next exercise~ 11I t ts o slow ll discourag-
I~\ ing, wasteful operai:.ion, particularly upon speed in strokinet and fluency in 
, V 6~> 
writ:i.ng. rt 
Methods c1f teaching in any field ar;;i slow to change. Blackstone has 
. . 
used· the term 11educational lagn to describe tho ma:nner in which people tend 
to perpetuate educational methods :in existence because they have bieen used 
66 
. in the past and have become more1 or less trad:l.tional., This new technique 
objective did not take place suddenly. For some time a few educators had 
begun to make an issue of the objective which most oJE' tho teachers were 
using in their typewriting clas:s,es.. In the late twent:tes and early part of 
1930 two dist,inct objectives in typewrH;ing v11:)re. in vogue: namely--copy, 
the objective,. and technique, the.objective. The copy objective WC\S at one 
... time very popular, but a survey taken il:1 19.30 showed that 75 per cent of the 
teachers had adopted the technique objective in their typewriting classes. 
Teachers coming out of teacher ·training courses in normal schools., 
colleges, and universities who. had absorbed something of the modern 
65 J"ohn Robert Gregg, 11Techniques in Teaching 'l'ypewriting, 11 hm.ericaJ1 
ShogLhnnd 1'eache:f:, X (April, 1930), .303-304. . 
66 Bl k ' ·d .. S "th i'. ·. · 1r,, . ac .s1;one an . mi , ,,Qll• .£....l.•., P• · .... 
37 
educ1:rtionel philosophy wore thinking more in tcn"l11s of ,l:.he teclmique object-
ive than they were of tho copy objectlve. Not only vms much discussion 
given to this now objective in the early part of 1930., bu·t it is character-
istic of the en·cire period discuosed in this chaptor .. 
E:sta Ross Stuart states that toc:hnique is a set r>i' habits that con .. ·· 
stitutes the mechanical part of typewriting. She :reli~tes techr1ique and 
as the two ·things that wa mu::rt bear in mind. il1 te,aching aiw skill 
67 
subject. 
When the copy objeetive v,as popular and accuracy was g:i.ven first con-· 
s:i.do:ration the student ll'las urged to type slowly. now that technique was 
g1.1ining in popularity with it came :a difi\,rEmt manner of striking the keys. 
11 'l'he :f'e,)l of the movement i..11 · st:rold.ng a key or a s,iqueniee of koys on 
the t;ypewritor is greatly affected by the speed with which .the stroking 
i~ dcne o 14 slow movement in ::roaching and. stroking. produ9es an• entirely 
different. feel from that produced by a quick movement. 11 68 
This statement was made by John Robert Gregg who beliei.red that the beginning 
student should strike the keys rapidly even though longer intervals b1:1tween 
the strokes were necessary, owir1g to the unf'arniliority of. the student with 
the .location of ·t;h(2l keys., He further stated that the student 1s ef'forts be 
centered on the pure practice phases of typing--learning ~Go make the reaches 
· and stroking::; correci;ly; learning the. operation of the mechanic~ll features 
. of the machine; learning rhythm,· fluency, and accuracy of' operation.,. The 
s-c,udent I s wo:rk should be confineid solely to sldll development in the 
67 
Est.a Ross Stuart, 11The Nev; Trend in the Teaching of Skill Subjects, 11 
~~!l Shorthand :£2~, X (May, 19.30), 336. 
68 . 
·,fo1m Robert Grregg, "What Happens When Perfect Copy is Required?" 





Jcechnique of operation and his progress mer1sured by how he is perf'orm:l.ng all 
the machine operations, and not, by the kind of copy he produces a<!co:rding to 
Grogrz;. 
· Gr0gg criticizes the perfe,ct copy objoot:i.ve 1.n t.hat those, who require 
it treat the student both as a beginner and e.s an expert. He thinks that 
·the:re is no greate,r f'1)llacy in the typewri'ti:ng tet::ching field· than tho theory 
of ·t;rying to obtain· a professional s·i:;andard of performance on the finished 
· product before the preHrninary work of learn:tng t.o operi:ite the ma.chine as a 
writing instrument :i.s completed. 11To be completely logical ·1:;hei demand for 
the perfect copy should be changed to t;he demand f'or ·the perfec-1:, copy typed 
69 
at perfect speed with perfect fluencyo 1.1 Gregg further states th1:it the 
perfect copy is only a result; H, reveals nothing· of the processes by which 
it. was obtli:id.1"'lod. Therefore fl emphasis should be placed first on correct tech-
nique, and when that has been accomplished, emphasis should be shifted to 
tho application of t;hat technique to practical problems in ai·rangernent. All 
effort in typing should have accm~acy for one of its :main aims, but accuracy 
with skill'.1.'ul operations. 
In t.he text.book, Gregg !x:;p:ln.J];p written by Rupert P. SoRalle and Harold 
Smith, there is a further dev'.elopment of the techrdque-f'irst conception of 
learn for typew1"'i ting introduced for the first time in the fu:i'bional series of. 
text.books. The Rational appr<)ach to the lreyboa:r·d--the first fingers first--
tmd other basic principles of the earlier editions of' t.he Rational series 
have been retained fo this nEtW text1)ook1 ~gg ,'.!'.YI,,:in,e;. The keyboard is 








period.v phrases in the third, sentences in the s:b...'1ih,. and business lette:i;o~ 
in the twenty-sixth lesson. Tho budget plan is: used for handing in. work. 
Correc·li, rapid reaching and stroking ar>e basic in the development of/hyping 
. . :) . 
as presented in t~e ~ ..lm TYJ?ing textbook •. Motiva1::.ion is given rr.uch empha-
,·70 
sis.· 
Iva L. Rady gives some of' her ideas ori the copy objective and the tech ... 
71 
niqua objec·t:ive approach to teaching typewriting as follows: 
. 11With the copy-o11jective method, the student tries to write a perfect 
c.opy. It he fails the copy is attempted a second time and the student's 
nerves beccme tenser and tenser beeause of the. fear of making an error. 
T'he determination to produce the correct copy forces him t.o proceed 
hesitatingly and slowly, to steal a few glances at the keyboard when the 
· reaches e1re made, ·bo push the J~ey way down, and to dislike t9 release 
that key when once the finger has found the lo~ation. Much time may be 
spent on one exercise. Moreover, if a correct copy is produced, it 
means nothing, because the reaches, 1:Jtrokes, etc. were mostly made con-
trary to correct technique. This copy-method is inconsistent, for skill-
ful performance is required before f'und81mental machine operative skills 
have bee:n: mastered. Why require a beginner• to make perf'ect copies when 
the champion typists, after years of practice, cont:i.nue to make errors?ll 
Miss Rady further states that with the tEichnique-objective :1-Il mind, emphasis 
is placed on becoming familiar with the machine and acquiring skill in its 
use. · The mind con concentrate on thi:3 one important :a:lm.. The .teacher 
'. 0 should not be too much concerned over the1 accuracy of ·~he exercises written 
by the student during the first month. It i.s her belief that as soon as the 
operative skill of the typewriter has bean acquired, 'the pe1"'fect copy will· · 
soon follow as a na·~t1ra1· conseqlience. · .. She .. sugge~ts '.th~t the· si;~tfont be 
· gi van a minute . or two to rslflx after ·intense. drill •. 
1;: 
70 
John Robert Gregg, 11.About Gregg 'I'yping," ~ican: fillorthand !fil!.£.hfil:, 
XII· (Sop·l:;ernber, 1931)., 19-21. 
. 71 Iva L. Rady, "The Most Effective Use, of the Typewriting Class. ·· · 
Period, 11 j\nm_r1.cap Shorthand Teapher; XIII (September, 19.32) 11 13-16. 
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Harold Smith thinks that t,he perf'oc~G copy objective is worthlGss; that 
the learner's e.:tm is def'inately wrong. The student is producing the e::,oer-
cise, vlithont thinking about, much less originating, improving, or f,,:.ixing 
the mental responses and mamial. motion teoh11iqu0 f'or which these exe:rcisos 
woro probably created,. Smith states thaJc. mass dr:111 should be used spar-
ingly o It should be used only where it servos "cho useful purpose of eccnom-
ically :pre~i,enting a definite 11how to practice II teielmique or standard of 
perfo:rrnance to all or most of the members in the class. Very little unison 
practice ha;s aimed at the mastery by indiv.idm~l students in the class of 
0 11right motions at stnndard speeds. 11 Teachers , should present ideas in type-
\''<friting by demonstration. IITeaching by telling 11 is notoriously the worse 
form of' ·teaching any subject according to Smith. He st:resses record ke0ping 
for the typewriting student. in order that the student m1sy lmcw· how he is 
72 o progressing. 
In 193.4, George L. Hossfield, world's champion typist eight times during 
1918-1930,, gives some .comments on a much debt=1ted issue,. rhythm in typewrit-
ing. From his own observation and study, he tM:nks that rhythm is an essen-
0 tial f;~ctor in gaining typing speed and accuracy. The princi.pal d:tffe::rence. 
of opinions seGm to center around t.he quefrti,on of whether or not rhythm has 
thEi same interpretation for thE~ beginn:tng student as for the advanced one. 
. . . 
In the early stag(;is of his cal"eer, the student should vr.cite vd:t.h a regular 
and even stroke, but as the student. prcgr1ssses he learns to hit certi1in com-
binations faster than others, .due to tho:i.r being simple words, prOJ)e:rly 
balanced words, or of't-repea t.ed words. On the other hand, hi:} will write 
72 
· Harold H., Smith, 11Gommo11 · Se:nsE1 ill Typewrit:ing, 11 J3us!nes~ EclJ:1cation 
E£~,lg,, XII (June, 1934), 632-634. 
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other words or combin~rtions slower than his normal speed.v due to the neces-
sity of striking most of the keys with one hand., on awkward combinations., or .. 
an unf'1Iniliar word. In ne1ther case 1.s it necessary to sacrifice rhythm. It 
may be necessary to change the tempo of the rhythrn,but. the keys can still 
be struck with an equal lapse of' tima,either faster or slower, between the 
strokl,~s.. Hossfield ;chinks that many teachers misinterpret the slower and 
faster tempos as being evidence of erratic operation •. ·His· belief is that 
erratic writing takes place whenever the student allows his fingers to get 
out of control which is the case when the student tries to exceed his normal 
) 
speed, when he is pushing himself' to the utmost. • According to Hossf'ield we 
have varied tempos in typewritil'.1g just as we ha-ve them in music and these 
73. 
/ 
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/ 
tempos · in typewriting, as in music, must be rhythmic. ,; 
;-74 
Dr. E. G. Blackstone disposes of' the argument for rhythm by stating:.1 
1111 sensible analysis of the nature of typewriting work would indicate 
thaJG, while rhythm may be possible, it is totally undesirable, at least 
if the term is defined as the same amount of time devoted to eaclt stroke. 
Typing movements involve: first, movements on home keys, which are 
directly under the fingers and require no reaches; second, various reach 
movements~ It is obvious that the student can successfully strike the 
let·ter "f, 11 which is directly under his finger, in less time than he can 
strike the figure 115, 11 which is two :rows of keys above. On the other hand~ 
it is probably true that some fingers are better contrblled than others,· 
at least for beginners. Most students hove difficulty in controlling the 
third and fourth fi.nge:rs. Consequen·l;ly, · it is· easier and quicker to 
strike the "f 11 than the 11x 11 or the 11 z. tr . This means that every student 
has some·keys which he can strike successfully at a more,rapid rate than 
, OtheI'So II. . . ·. . ..... , 
':~. < •• : 
Blackstone thinks that J.M. Lahy probably had this situation in mind 
when he -said that exact rhythm would b(:l fatal t,o speed. 
7" --' Coor;::(, 1 .. Hossfield, tiWhat is Rhythm in '.fypewriting~" Business 










!n connection with the discussion on vcirying rates of strokes, Schneider 
states thvt a large number of errors pupils make a:re due to the fact that 
they .ltiil to recognbe the need .for change c,f pace when writing from straight. 
copy. · To prevent this difficulty ho has students practico at varying speeds 
for the straight. stretches and for the curves, as he calls them4 Special 
arranged drills sre given for fast and for slower strokes in ordor to give 
75 
traill=lng in developing such speeds. 
Another much discussed issue at ·this t:ime was the imtomatization idea. 
It involves the. concept that conu:non words or syllabl,es shall beccme so well 
knmm 1;hat the entire syllable, word, or phrase may be typed by a sort of 
seriai re.action ir1 which. no c.onscious thought is required. Blackstone says 
that ·l:,hera is much to be stud:'Led on the matter of automa·tization., but it is 
his belief that habitual or automatic typing is of great significance be-
cause the student who typos automatically, by serial reactions, probably 
types faster, makes fewer mistakes., and used less mental effort than the one 
.:1 
who types with conscious attention to lndividual J.e-'i;ters. Blackstone further r 
/ 
states that although perfect automatization is probably not to be achieved 
by any one, it would be well for the st;udont to mt:1s1:.er the thousand most 
common·words which represent about 90 per cent of all the words one writE;; 
and in doing so he would presumably be able to writ€) 90 per cent; of· his/ 
words much faster, and probably more accurately, than he could by the old-
76 
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1\ncthin• factor in the teaching of typewriting ·hhat was st:i."ossed during · 
1930-191~9 was typing power. D. D. LesEienborry vr.rote a11 a1~tie:le in 1937 
stat:i.ng th8t noithe:i:- speed nor accurscy nor 1;he cornhi:nation pf the two give 
; 
typing poV'lcr, because typing power is excellent skill plus related under-
77 
standi:1gs that make for effective use of the skill. He elso stated that . 
typing frcm straight copy is but a means; yet in many classrooms it has be-
acme the end and not the means. Typing power, as given by Lessenberry, 
must b,3 determined by the rapidity and the accuracy with which problems 
involving different, elements of difficulty are typed,. Ha thinks that in all 
probabili·l;y, the next step in the development of' efficient typist,s will · be 
teaching for power to type from problem situations. In his further dis-
cussion Le.ssenbarry ·c;ells the teacher 1;hat U is right for her to stress 
the i."!lporiiance of ilccuracy and rapid work but the history of dewlopmont in 
:<_.) tho improvement in methods of teaching typewriting shows that we have passed 




punishsd as a behavior that ranked high in the list of classroom crimes, 
and 8re now recognizing the necessity of teoching .f'or speed as well as for 
accuracy. The next step, according to Lessenbe1rry, v1ill probably be t.he 
78 
. development of speed and accuracy in typing from problem situations. 
Little discussion thus far has boon given to testing. It is a big 
problem in itself.. Therefore, only general fa ctn will be mentioned about 
the subject. · Lessenberry says tha·t tes'i~ing in ty-ping is but one phase of 
77 
D. D. Lessenberry., 11Th,~ Right Kind of Pracrtice to Develcp Typing 
Power~" ~al~n9~ Sh~, XVIII (February, 1937) 1 247-249. 
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the whole teaching process; teaching is the funct.:.ton of the t.escher.. Many 
·l:,e.a,chora feel it is essential to mark every oxercise and t•ecord all errors. 
Teachars who disagree arc expcr:L'rnenting with a pl.en to use teists at stated 
inta1~ve1s and deppnd on a sampling of selected exercises ·.for the. chack on · 
da:i.ly work. 
Mrs. Rose Fenner Garrison requires that only work done .in class be 
handed in while the student is typing exercises to memorize the keyboard. 
She gives the student 85 per cent for one perfect copy of the exercise. 
With one error and one copy, he is giv<:in 80 percent .•.. Two perfect copies of 
0 the ex.ercfoa g:t ves the student 90 per cr,mt; throe pin•f.ect copies, 95 per· 
cant; and four perfect copies, 100 per cent.· A deduction .of 5 per cent is 





budgets lat.er in the course .. · . 
?9 
· James L. Mursell says that errors, are f1yrnptoms--signs of' faulty organ:li.-
zation and poorly placed :reythm. The iiypist who makes many mi.1takes in his 
copy has a pocrl.y established rhythmic flow. He thinks that the steno-
grapher who cornmi ts blunder af'tsr blunder is not 1,icking up 1;he auditory 
cues in,a compact, orderly, controlled.manner. In general,.ifthe process 
of :reorganization is going as it should, accuracy will take care of itself 
. , . 
·' .. in time.·. Mursell ·rurther states that there is a strong tendency for speed 
and accuracy to go together in all motor skills that have beon experiment-
ally ~nvestigated., This happens,. howe-\ieJ:-, only when tha whole learning 
.. proc.ess ifll 5.ntelligently directed. If one pushes for speed beyond. his . 
control., accuracy will suffer. On the o·~har hand, if. one thinks of nothing 
. . ?9 
·. . : . Rose Fenner Garrison, 11How Shall Typing PapaJ~s Be Checked?~ 
Bflll3l;lQ;\i .§neat., XVII· (October, 1935), 7~.: · · ·.. . : · 
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. 0 < • but accuracy as an end in itself', his very anxiety becomes an obstacle. 
Mursell thinks that speed. and accuracy flow from the same source-~properly 
placed interval control and an organized f'lmv of rhythmic effort. It is this . . so 
;'i , that. we must strive to establish. 
I
' ;;: .· .· 
·:·· . 
.·C> . ' 
: . .i: • 
·, 
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Prior to 1930, much stress was given to memorizing the letters on the 
. keyboard ,in relation to other letters, 1but Esta Ross Stuart states that.· 
learning the keyboard does no~li mean memorizir1g the letter distribution, be-
cause such a method forces the student to learn each letter in terms of its 
relative po13ition to certain other le-t:,ters and tha"'c. this is an uneconomical 
method .of learning except for the W-.L"iting of adjacent letter-sequences, such·': 
81 
as 11£'1~, 11 and "as .. 11 
\.\ 
On the other hand, Edith 0 1Neiil Adams teaches all letters on the key-
board with relation to letters on the home row. She priesents. the keyboard 
· in two weeks. Numbers and characters are introduced after all the letters 
· are taught. As soon as enough letters. arEt · 1ea:rned ,vith which to form words, 
'. . 
· her students wrU,e words and short seniences, as well as the letter combina-
tions. After the keyboard is learned her s.tudents spend .the first five 
minutes of each perlod on a warming-up: drill. ··Hew work is. then introduced 
. . . 
and practiced. Sometimes her students write two-minute accuracy 01" rhythm 
' . . ' 
drills, using the Victrola •. As the· students type, she. observes their tech-:. 
82 , r .. · 
. niqua in writing. 
80 . 
,Tames L. Mursell, 11Th0 Acquisition o.f Skill," tl:'usiness:.Educmtion 
World, XVII (November, 1936), 157-160. 
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. Esta Ross Stuart, . ''Learning Stages in Typewriting," Bu13ines.s 
Jg;ucation World, XVI (March, 1936), 531-534. : · . · . . 
. 82 Edith O'Neill Adams, "How I Teach Elementary Typewriting," Businesf: 
E.i.~ }lor.ld, XVII (January, 19.37), 328-329. · · · 
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Inez Ahlering givos some of' he:-c procedures in teaching elementary 
· typewriti-11g as .follows: the .first f'ing€1r sections are taught 'before the 
other sections are presented. Tho second, third., and fourth finger sections, 
: are taught in the order mentioned~ . Phroses and sentences are VTl'"itten as 
.· soo:r1 as progress in learning words permits: perhaps on the second day. 
• Words of high frequency· are used in teaching· the keyboard. I11dividual 
practice with the help and under the supervision of the teacher is provided.,· 
. o:i.nca the:re are as many problems as there are students. Students are asked 
to v,rrite · the word, sentence, OJ:> paragraph rapidly., noting dif.ficul-1; combina-
Q t,ions, words, or phrases •. The. budget pla11. is use1d1 but daily assignments 
rather than weekly or monthly ones are made. Miss .Ahlering thinks that 
daily budge·t assignments tend to promote promptness, enc~>nrago the wise use 
of time, and stimulate students to work up to the level of their ability 
every day; furthemore., daily budget work affords an opportunity for the 
teacher to check.the progress of students from day to day, to note individ-
83 
ual or class difficulties, and to plan remedial work if' necessai""y,. . 
.As la1;e as 1937 some teachers wer,3 still using eight wee.ks to present 
J,.. 
the keyboard letters.. Miss Cecil L. Jonefs was among the group~ . Iler students 
J 
were not allowed to look at th~ keyboard.', while locating the keys. The alpha-
bet was taught on· stencil and 'actual writ:tng on paper: was befu>iln later. - Tv10: ·. 




. Inez Ahlering, "How I Teach Elementary Typewriting., 11 Busim~~ 
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D. D .. Lessenberry made the staJi:;amont that each teacher who modifies an 
existing 1:·1e-thod, creates a new procedure, or combines the procedure from 
many different n1et,hods into a new pattern, is making a contribution to our 
·, 
groviiing understanding of' 'how' to teach typewriting. fo. the same a1-ticla, 
he defines the methods taught in 1937.. The following de':rinitio:ns bring out 
85 
the general idea as expressed by Lessenberry: 
. The trad.itional method of teaching· indicates· that method of teaching·. 
. . 
. that makes· use of letter combinations r,,r clrill; tha·t initiateS the key-
.· I 
board froo four to six weeks)) 01::10 period a· day; and that leads studen·l;s from 
. . 
the letter-by-letter 1.evel of typing to word recogn:i.tion •. 
;rhe wholo method of' teaching typewriting is that pl~ocedure which' initi-. 
· ates the con-trol of all letters of the alphal)et in one. or, at the most, two 
class periods.. It emphasizes a basic principle or learning--that lire learn 
best when; our learning :i.s in a natm•al-·use situation. Thc;J accep·Lance of 
thls docs not rule out drills of so-called nonsensa combinations, such as 
trfrf juj; " £or this type of drill can be used to improve a parti,~ular tech-
nique th~it is isolated for spe·cial improvement. 
. r.rhe direct method; in theory, emphasizes the typing of words rather 
.. than individtu.il letters; but before one can type, the controlling fingers 
. must· kno\7 the 1-.eaches to be rn1ade, and no other fingers must experience 
. . . ' 
those reaches. The teaching is done from the boa;d on ,vhich a s~ntence is 
\7r:'l.tten;. 1'hrough the use of a. diagram of' the keyboard, the teacher demon-
st,rates, hy placing · his fingers on the correct keys, · the finger and the 
bank to be used for·each letter of each wo:i."d~ 
85 
D. D. Lessenberr-i.r, !!Lesson Plans and Teaching Procedure.s :S:.n 
. Typev~riting, 11 13.Al~L'!llm. ..§hee~; XVIII (.April, 1937), 344-348. Also t1Methods 
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The dictaphone m(;ithod of typowrit:1n0 msk.;3s no use of Jceyhoard chai•ts. 
The student r.1ciy koop his eyes ()n his fingers and tho keybocrd as he strikes 
each new key for the first time. When the student reaches a plateau and 
cnnnot, W:i:'it,a a record at ti.I given sp0od, h0 is advanced to .si record dicti{cod 
at a higher speed. · After· he has worked with this fi::ir a.while he is put back 
on the speed that proved troublesome. '.l.'he custor.1ary requirement of perfect 
copies is not used with this method of teaching. 
Lessenberry stat<-)s that no one n~ethcd has a monopoly on ideas :nor are 
the procedures different in all respects. Much of the best tef:iching is done 
by a combination of the steps fo procedure taken from different methods. 
'M .. Fred Tidwell gives f'r.lrther explanation an the direct method of' 
teaching "typovn.-..iting in an article wr:'LttEm in 19.38. 'I'he following ideas 
e,rpress in general his opinions: The direct apprcaoh to the teaching of 
typewri·!;ine has been discussed by leading psychologists and typevJl"iting 
tenchers for some time:, and publishing companies are nov,· flooded with text-
books. This p::>pular movement cannot h9 a·ttribu~Ged to any one individual 01~ 
to any one school, for it is rathor well known that many individuals were, 
,.~. workin2a or at least tl').inking iand weighingQ the same ideas at about ·the same 1.J '-" I 
time., · Correct technique and rapid writing should precede accuracy and p1 .. e-
cision., Deliberate typing is incorrect because th191 student is concentrot-
ing 011 accuracy-.. J.etter by letter--which is opposed to the d:i.rect. approach 
i.n ·teaching typewriting. ll.cc:uracy is subordinate to speed with the direct 
mia1thod approach.· After the st,udent has loamed how to locate t.he keys on . . . 
the typewriter the nox"l~ st0p is to tea ch him the home-row position, not 
from the standpoint of' letters but from the standpoint of home position or. 
:ro:::iting ploce. The teacher need not limit. the word drill to two and three-
·~. 
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. . . ,, . . 
letter words. There .are some four and f'iVt3 .. lE,tter ·word1:1 that are very easy 
86 
to type. 
Per ·Lhe most part, teachers for sever.al years have been in agreement 
tha"t tho corroct stroking of the keys should bo sw:i.ft, forceful, and d::l.-
rec'c0d t.ovmrd the e:x~ct cantor of the key, and that it should be somewhat 
. of isin arc. The ta1~ms usod ·co describe this r::d;roke ,:ire often colo.:i:'.f'ul: 
11 tiger stroke, 11 cat's paw, 11 and 11 sna·bch. 11 It· is gen,erally recommended that 
-the finger 'be drawn back toward the center of thE1 htmd, th9t a quick getaway 
be used, and that the 'fingers be kept. well curved. • Finger motion only is 
frequently suggested, wi"l.;h very little., if any, hand 01" wrist motion. E. G., 
Blackstone and Ollie Mae Sills do not agree with :mch statements. They 
criticize the "snatch stroke 11 which requires the li:fting of the fingers in 
an arc be~ause in all cases it is not; the shorte:,rt · reach that could be made., 
They claim that no single tY}Je of s'troke is E~qually fast and ef'ficient for 
all :ceaches,11 and a faster -type of st.roking must be f'ouJ1d t,han the old .. 
S7 
i"asltloned, row:-idh<)Use t;Y}Je of 11snntch fitroke. n 
Teachers who had a part in the trid.ning of World War II typ:tsts vrere 
Q tie£1ching under different situai~ion:s thun are found in our public schools, 
yet .Alfred Essock mad-o this sun'illlary of s'tatements in a.n article which was 
' 
wr:Ltten April, 1945i 
1., 11Upon. returning -t.o civilian tea1ahil1g I will devc)'te thei first :~emeste:x.• 
of my course in typewriting a1mos·I; entirely to the development ot ·the 
manipuls1tive · skill of the ·typ,ewrit,er. In one :semester the student will 
be required to w:r•i te as fast as is now requi.red iri two s<~:mesters. 
M .. ;/r.ced 'l'idwell, . 11 Direict Approach to t,hE, T(saching of Typing, n 
· ~.12f::.§! Educ8t:u2.n W1orlg, :XVIII (June, 1938),, 7g9-792 •. 
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· J.T:. G. Bl:ackstone and Ollie Mae1 S:tlls, 11 '.r'he Snatch Stroke in TypE1 .. 
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tips of i1is1 
Tho 
She does not. collGlturr. tec,i~s because of the l4'1ds:sfa• ... 
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wr:'ctt.cn i:n 19~3o 
thig cculd ba, done. 
Bhickstono furthei· states that; typing iii about th0 
lilf'z"<3d EssorJk, 11What I Learnod About, Teeching Typing in 1J Naval 
rrr~:U1i11B Sc1:1col~ n lzillUJJS.1~3d &JJ.L~~ [c:t_:Lg,. j\XV (l\pr~:tl., 1.9/~5), ~t5 ... 1~16. 
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on~y skill that is t.1:mght at slow motion :rates. He claims that students cmn 
t,ypo at "the rate ,of 11.0 vmrda a minute on the very f'irst day if they are 
taught only a few keys at a time. Almost any beginner con strlke a single 
lmy 60 t,i,11es in 18 seconds, which is a-t, the rate of. 40 standard words a 
rrdjmte. The student can do this for cc)mbinstlons of ·t;wo., ·Mireo, or four 
leti:;ors, but bc)"f'.lll')n_ that number of keys, the choices beicomEi so numerous and 
conJ~using ·th1:1t he has to take too long to t.hink, between strokes., Blackstone 
statos that there is no proved merit in presenting the keyboard quickly. 
'Though the student may cover the keyboard in a few weeks, they are unable ti) 
use :Lt rapidly or accurately in that time. It is not knor,m·, y;:,t, just how 
many keys should be pre:::ented at the start, but considerable success has 
been attained by teaching only four keys the first day.and adding a sing1'8 
new key i3ach succeeding day, together• with continuous, cumulative daily 
review of all previously taught • 
. Accurat,s movements are probably impossible [lt the start,, but, speedy 
movements are possible. VIith practice., accurat,e m1Dvements can be combined 
wit.h the speed to attain a speed of 40 gross words a minute on even the I /I 
,/ 
f 
first day's exercise Emd to maintain that speed throughout the d . r succeo 1ng1 
lessons. Accuracy may not be high until the muscles begin to come under 
control, but aft.er a week or two, as high a degr,ee or accuracy can be 
attained1 at 40 words a minute, r-.is used to be secured 1~t tho slow, .falter-
ing speeds of the accuracy-approach mothod. Blackstone further states that 
the student should watch the keyboard and his fing,ers ,ss he types the first 
·· line of a new .letter so that he will get a correct and. ac.curate mental and 
tactual impression of the distance ancl direction of the reach. After one 
or two li:r.1es, challenge the student to strike the key without looking at 
the keyboard or his fingers. Present exercises in the form of' words, 
------
phrases, s,mtences, and poragr:aphs, :rat.her• than as nonsense comblnotions., 
Teach the uso of' tho shift k€iy in about, the second lessc:m so that students 
can wr:Lt,9 real sentences early. 1ivoid the budget. method; wherein students 
t~n,o along at individual and l0:i.su,J.~0ly paces. Keep pro:s:dng them toward 
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Viola DaFra:l.n made a recant study to determine· ·cha practicability of 
emphasizing speed before accm:•acy :111 element~1ry typi:iwriting. The study was 
planned c1s,finitely to develop speed first, before accuracy, in experimental 
group, seeking to hove the students e)..··perien<:e the highest posidble speod 
levels in cont:.tnuity typewriting as early as poc:sible :in the learning pro-
coss. · After they had attained an arbitrary speed-le'll'Ol, the plan was to 
direcd:;. them to shift attentj_on to accuracy while ret1E1:lning their high level 
of speed. Once they had reached an arbi"trary dogree of accuracy, the plan 
was tc have them repeat this cycle or speed and accura,~y emphasis, aiming 
for an arbi'l:;rary highe:i:· · speed-level, and later, for the arbitrary degre,e of' 
accuracy, t.he same as before~ The plei1 was to compare the results of this 
expe!·:l.mental m0thod wit,h results obtainod by using a contrasting control 
0 method which directed the students to .~:Lm primarily for accuracy throughout 
the seventy lessons, with timed writings in altern:ate lessons. Tb; con-
clus:Lons of her stud:T revealed conside.rable ev:idence in favor of the experi-
ment:sil group. E\nphasizing speed before accuracy in elementary typewriting 
Yras fotmd to be practical. This conclusion means that, at the beginning of 
lea1"n:'i.ng, students mm attain this speed in spite of a high error rate. I-t _, ________ _ 
90 
· E. G. Blackstone, 11 How to Speed up Typewr1:t.img, tr Natiorn:11 Busi11es$ 
Ed:u.ctat:'l.onl:\]. .QJ.11.21rt§Jilz, XII· (December, 1943), 21-261 65 .. 
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mellns that, ·they can reduce high eITor r.stes phenomenally in a subsequent 
accuracy emph21sis.. It merms that students ctm gain a ::1uperior speed rato 
during tho spood emphasis and maintain this rate wh:Ue reducing the errors, 
91 
compared to st.uclitmts. who err.pllasi~m sccu.:cr:1cy from th,, bog:1nri:i.ng. 
s .. J·,, Vlanous says thr:d; a high rste1 of speed on straight. copy work in 
typing does not automatically result in h::i.gh rato 011 l(:1i~tors, manuscript,s', 
or other type~ ()f uork. The learning :1.s not au-l;cmat,foally trnnsferred from 
one Jdnd of work to another. Straight typing is difterent fi"'om .typing 
office forms and techniques acquired on the first-, do no·t carry over to the · 
second.. One of the best woys to strest1 good technique: in typi1)g production 
copy is to hove students set a goal by typing from paragraph mater:i.al fc)r a 
short timeil then to have them type from office copy for t.he same period of 
92 
timeo The goal serves to motivate the work of the students .. 
Tho :i.nclus:1.on of office .terms and simple business letters seem to be 
a common th:tng in the later textbooks on typewriting used today. 
There is no simple formula which will :tmproVE:J or ra.ise 't;he standard of 
ofi'ic:loncy in 1;each1ng typewriting: ·teachers a,; 11 however, noed to review 
and put :l.nto practice the essentials which have· ene1b1ed prof,9ssional typists 
t.o rwqui:rc) a di:igree of efficfoncy that is fer s'Upe.rior to the averl:1ge busi-
:rws1:1 office requirements, snd add some teaching and practice of normal off'ice 
proced1n~es. Teachers should put foto practice those five essentials of tech~ 
niqua which have helped professionals -to acquire {;heir proficfoncy. Posture., 
concentration, rhythm, keeping eyes on the text and eliminai,ion of usel.es~; 
wotions are t,he foundation on which to build.. Students can acquiri3 speed 
-------
91 V:i.ola Du.Fro.in, 11The Practicability of Y!mphas1btng Speed :{3e:t'ore 
Accuracy JI II Hat.:1,Q.n.~:d:- 13usi11ess JMucation Onart.er~, m <.May.,· 1946), 29-30, 
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t,;1 far grEJoter o:r:uJo rrhen they strive carefti.lly and ambitiously 
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George L. Hossfield, nnow t.o I:mp:rov0 the Toaeh:i.ng of Typewriting, 11 
!!.S~l;nl .Q,f Bus:i.nes:a ]J:ducotion,, XXIV (November, 1948)., 25-28. 
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CW,P'l'ER VII 
SUid!lARY, CONCLUSIONS, .AND lU::COl\!ift"tENDAT'.[OW;S 
Since the inven-1iion of ·t;he typewriter hy Christopher Latham Sholes in 
1873~ many changes have t.aken place in the methods of' t.oac:hing type'urit;ing .. 
Prior 'to 18:30 stude:nts we:re given very l:i:ttlie instruc:t,ion or supervision. 
The rw::Jthod they: used· to operate t,he typewriter was knomi. as the sight method 
t)eceuse t.hE,y looked at the keyboi~rd to lccate the key they wished t;o strike. 
This early method is also referr13d to as the ithit iimd m:'Lss II O:!' the . "hu.nt 
:imd peck II method. 
Tho .f'irst ,,,ri1;ing was done by us:ing the indo:x fingers of each hand. 
Nextjl two or ~Ghree fingers en each hand wer,, used nnd f.inally in 11~78 the 
iill-finger method made its appearance. Mrs .. M~ V. Longley introduced the 
· all-finger 1r10·t;hod of operating t.he keyboard. In 1882 she prepared a 12-page 
inst,iructor called !.mew:r::!.ter: ~!son~1 for the use of both t,eachor and learner. 
This publication was t.he first priid:.ed system for teaching the all-finger 
rnothod. Mrs .. Longley 7s me·i;hod was a genu:l.ne touch system in its result., 
but not in its main purpose,. wh.ich ,7as avowedly to BEicu.re an :improv,3(i method 
of fingeri:ng. In 1889 t.he oll··finger mf.d:.hod become :;:i.rr1ply a mrsans tio an 
end--the ability to write by touch .. 
Instruction in the early all-finger method· always started wit,h .the 
little f'ing,ars and proceeded along the homo row of k13ys from the outside g 
This Wt.HJ k11own as the horizontal method of presenting the keyboard. .After 
the home row of keys was learned,· the upper row was pr,ssented, and lastly 
the lower row was taught. 'l'he result of this, that the student, instead of 
11ro\:iehing 11 for the keys moved the entiro hnnd alc,ng the line when striking 
a key :l.n the center of the keyboa1"d • 
: ' \ ·o·· 
·,:·· .. ,. 
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Mrs.· Ida McLenan 9ut1er was convinced that 1.t was more logi.cal to begin 
with the it1dex fingers and leave the little ftngeJ:-s until the lMt. SoRella 
furt.hel" de"lleloped the index ffoger method by introducing a series of type-
w1 .. iting lessons which compelled the student, to make the reaches to thG dif-
ferent. banks of keys rind thus enforce the correct hand position.·· · The · lessons· . 
. . - . ' 
introduced keyboard learning by tho verticl!ll section divisions, instead of 
the horizontal row. 
Shortly a.fta:t' the introduction of the touch method of typewriting and 
the ~nproved system of finger reaches, the typewrit5..ng companies gavo their 
. . . 
hearty support to the new method by sending their representat:tves over the 
. . .• 
count,ry to give demonstrations on their typewriters,; They further increased•. 
interest in sponsoring contests and ·sending out free co11test materials. In 
1906 ·the interest in skillful ·typewr:i.ti.ng culminated in. the organizaJ.;ion of 
the International Typewriting Contests, which were to be conducted over a 
period of about .twenty-five years.· 
. . . . 
The consensus of opinion among typewriting teachers, during the greater 
. . ·.· . 
part of the twenty-f'ive years,.was to give accuracy the first considerati011 
in their typing classes. They insisted that perfect copies or exe:r·cises be 
handed in. The student was urged to type slowly to help prevent errors. 
. . . . . 
Speed was necessary; but it should be built on the solid f'ound~tion of 
accuracy~ SP,eed. should riot' be mentioned. to ,beginners· except to discourage; :J 
it. 
Teacher training courses helped tt) develop new t?eo~ies in teaching of 
skill 13ubjects. Teachers com1.ng out.·. of teacher training courses in the 
normal schools, colleges,. and universit;ies, vvho had• absorbe.d some c1f the , . 
modern educational philosophy, were.thinking more in terms of.a new teaching 
._, 
. O ... ". 
', : ' ·.·1·· . · '\·,,"_,; 
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objEictivo which educators had bc,on writ:ing about. This new objec1hive was thi:i 
technique approach which was i::o(:in to replace the copy objectii;re and the 
accuracy first pro,::;edure in teaching typew:riting. Now that telchnique was 
gaining :L.'1 popularity it brought wHh it a different. rnanner oi: striking th,e , 
. ' ' 
keys., Correct., rapid reaching :and' stroking are basfo 5.n the <:ie~elopmont of'•· 
typing skill,, Less emphasis was given to perfect, papers. All ef.:fort in 
· typing should hav"B accuracy for 011e of its main aimE1.,. but accuracy wi'th skill-
fu1 operations. In beginning t.ypowriting classes accuracy wa,'S tem_P.orarily 
sacri:!'.'icecl for spEied. An experiment. made by Viola nuFra:i.11 showed t.hnt 
· empha;:iizing speed before acc11rf1cy in elementary typ9writing vnrn practical • 
Prior to tho introduction of the technique objective, it had occurred 
to some thinkers that the psychological principle pertaining to the memor-
iz:Lng oi' the whole rathar than the parts might apply to the teaching of the 
keyboard.. Tlms, the whole method was introduced. It :initiated the control 
of all letters of the alphabet in one or two class periods then introduced 
words a:nd sentences.. I·t emphasized a basic pri11:c:Lpl(3 of learning--that we 
lee.rn 1:,est when learning is in a natural-use situation. 
The direct method went a step further and in·troduced the word pattern • 
.An effort was made to teach words as complete movement patterns rather than 
to isolated finger strokes which were associated with isolated letterr:3.-
The direct method e:mphasbes rapid, skillful movements such as :ts used in 
the technique objective approach. 
Another approach to the development of'speed was the automati.zation 
idea which imrolvee1 the concept that common words or syllables be so well 
known that the ent,ire syllable, word,· or phrase may be typed by a sort of 




brought about much disc11.ssion for this idoa .seomed to be in direct conflict 
with the theory 'Ghat rhythmic typing is d.esircJ:ble. George L. Hossfield 
says that ther:, are dif'ferent tempos in typewriting i:.he same aB there are 
in music and the t.em.pos in typewrit:Lng as i:n music are rhythndc:;. 
A recent . ..\rand in thought is groding the student on. his i:.yping pmmr 
abilH;y rather than on straight, copy work. · H:lgh rati~. on straight copy work 
in t.yping does not autc::imaticall;y- result in high rate on lei;ters or other 
typG1s of office work. Tha learning is not automatic.ally transferred· trom 
one ki:nd of' work ·to another anal for thifl reason the student, needs practice 
in both types and :needs to be graded on his ability to do ,each one. 
CONCLUSIOWS 
1. Tb.ore has b0e:n great improvement in typew1•it,ing methods but ·t.hera 
is still no one beS't method in its entirety over all the ot0her methods. , 
2. Lat1;1r thinking tends toward the followinf; p:rac-tices in. the teaching 
of beginn:i.ng typei"r..citing: teacher demonstration, emphasis on technique and· 
speed, adopt.ion of pi!ir·tial or complete movem,ant patterns for words as the 
:lrd.t.ial learning unU, meoningf'ul material for drill work, less straight. 
copy work l'.'eplaced by typing power problems, and the use of open faced keys ... 
3 .. There is need of' more sc:i.entific experiment.al research in typewrit-
ing methods. Most of the articles reviewed by the author were based on the · 
practical (i:xperiences of the wi~iters. · .. · · 
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P.EGOML!iJ~NDl! 'I1I ONS 
1,, The best. scient:Lfic rule for the toachor of. ·ioiaginning typeviTiting is 
to st;art, u:i.t.h 1.mcL follow sound experiment.al results from re~iearch. She,i 
should no"t necessal"'ily :follow any particular method, .since no one 1)est met.hod 
has been d(,d:'ini-cely determinedi hut· s1.1ould select ·the combi1n.ation of m1:,thods 
that.she can be enthusiastic about. 
2. It is furt,her recommended that classroom teachers carry on research 
work in thE1ir own . clas::;rooms whe,ro enough students are enrc,lled to make it 
feas:i.ble. 
-:.: ... <, 
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